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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
The East Baton Rouge Redevelopment Authority (RDA)
led the development of this master plan to conduct
planning and design activities for the placement of two
state-of-the-art, multimodal passenger rail stations in
Baton Rouge, LA for the proposed Baton Rouge to New
Orleans intercity passenger rail corridor. The Downtown
Station will serve as a terminus rail station, connecting
users to downtown destinations and providing the area
with numerous economic benefits. The Suburban Station
will enhance the Health District’s appeal as a destination
and serve a variety of users as part of a well connected,
vibrant healthcare center. Both stations are intended
to enhance current revitalization efforts and offer well
designed, quality facilities with amenities that will create
a seamless, efficient and pleasant experience for all train
riders.

Canadian National Railway (CN) for freight operations.
The proposed seven passenger station locations, as
shown in Figure 1.01, include: downtown Baton
Rouge, suburban Baton Rouge, Gonzales, LaPlace,
Kenner, Jefferson Parish and New Orleans. The service
is expected to be an attractive alternative for commuters
going to work and for business and pleasure travelers
to conveniently travel between Baton Rouge and New
Orleans.
The proposed Baton Rouge-New Orleans service is
expected to advance national transportation goals. This

route will link with the Gulf Coast Corridor, as shown
in Figure 1.02, one of the nation’s eleven federallydesignated high-speed rail corridors. The development
of service between Baton Rouge and New Orleans
will provide a critical link in the regional network of
passenger rail service stretching from Houston through
New Orleans to Mobile and Atlanta.

Figure 1.01: Baton Rouge to New Orleans Passenger Rail Corridor

1.1 BACKGROUND
The downtown and suburban Baton Rouge station plans
are part of an ongoing effort to re-establish passenger
rail service between Baton Rouge and New Orleans.
The implementation of this corridor is a top priority for
parish and business leaders and is critical to the continued
economic growth of the southeast Louisiana Super
Region which includes more than 2.2 million people and
nearly 1 million jobs. Connecting the two largest and
most populous metros with passenger rail will mitigate
growing traffic congestion and aging infrastructure issues
while providing a reliable, efficient transportation option
for regional and intercity travel.
The proposed intercity rail service will utilize the
80-mile corridor between the two cities that is owned
and operated by Kansas City Southern (KCS) and

Source: Baton Rouge to New Orleans Intercity Rail Feasibility Study: Strategic Business Plan, 2014
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Prior studies for the Baton Rouge-New Orleans
passenger rail corridor include:

1.2 MASTER PLAN PROCESS

The completion of the master plan for the Baton Rouge
stations involved the evaluation and selection of station
site options, the preparation of conceptual design plans
for the selected sites and the development of funding and
implementation strategies with public and stakeholder
input. Figure 1.03 shows the key tasks for each step of
the master planning process.
The results of the master plan process will allow RDA
• Strategic Business Plan (2014) – This plan focused on strategies
and its partners to advance the passenger rail planning
to implement startup service with two daily round trips
• Service Development Plan (2010) – This plan analyzed
incremental, higher speed service along the corridor starting
at four daily round trips with maximum speeds of 79 miles
per hour increasing to eight daily round trips with maximum
speeds of 110 miles per hour. Ridership was estimated at
461,000 for four round trips and 886,400 for eight round
trips. The cost to implement this service was estimated at $450
million. (Southern Rail Commission, 2010)

with maximum train speeds of 79 miles per hour. This plan
estimated the capital cost at $250 million to implement
service. (HNTB, 2014)

Figure 1.03: Station Master Plan Process

• Downtown and suburban stakeholder group meetings
• Local, state and federal agency coordination
• Individuals meetings with stakeholders and property owners

• Evaluate site alternatives

Round Two Meetings – March 2018

• Select recommended station sites

Conducted stakeholder group, steering committee and
individual meetings to present results of station site
analysis, identify recommended station sites and present
preliminary design concepts.

• Station design and layout
• Transit oriented development
• Multimodal planning

MARCH 2019

• Steering committee meetings

• Identify station site options

• Review existing conditions and local plans

• Station program elements

This master planning effort represents a continuation
of these past efforts and will allow Baton Rouge to
determine station area details for the Downtown
and Suburban Station locations. The next step for the
corridor service is to complete environmental studies in
accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) and initiate engineering studies.

The outreach approach for the station master plan
involved several rounds of meetings to obtain input
from local stakeholders and the public on the station site
selection and design process including:

Conducted stakeholder group, steering committee and
individual meetings to introduce the rail station master
plan, confirm station site options and learn about local
preferences for station design.

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN PLANS

Photo: Southern Rail Commission

1.2.1 Outreach Summary

Round One Meetings – January 2018
SITE EVALUATION AND SELECTION

Figure 1.02: Gulf Coast Corridor

process for the corridor and begin to implement station
facilities or the proposed rail service.

• Equitable growth strategies

FUNDING AND IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES
• Identify phasing strategies
• Determine key action steps
• Prepare conceptual cost estimates
• Identify funding options

Public Meeting – June 2018
Open house meeting for all members of the public to
review station site options and provide input on station
design concepts. Input will be used to confirm station
sites and finalize station concepts.
See Appendix B for Public Involvement stakeholders
list and Appendix C for Public Meeting summary.
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Key Outreach Themes for Stations
DEVELOPMENT

• Create transit oriented development with a
mixture of uses and modes
• Catalyze additional development

MULTIMODAL

• Provide a multimodal transportation experience
• Create first and last mile connectivity to
downtown and the airport

CONTEXT SENSITIVE

• Respect the existing development context
(downtown)
• Create a signature station consistent with local
plans (suburban)

BUILD MOMENTUM

FLEXIBLE

• Develop multifunctional plans that work even if
rail never happens
• Prepare for future trends (i.e. autonomous
vehicles)

INCLUSIVE

• Create opportunities for existing residents
and businesses to benefit from station area
development (downtown)
• Create opportunities to expand housing and
workplace choices (suburban)

IMPLEMENTABLE

• Select a functional and implementable site
• Encourage public-private partnerships

• Advance the visions expressed in local planning
documents
• Provide an amenity for the community

1.2.2 Master Plan Guiding Principles
The following guiding principles for station site selection
and design were developed based on feedback from the
steering committee and stakeholders:
• True transit oriented development – integration into the site
• Fully multimodal – respecting all modes of transportation/
travel
• Sized and scaled appropriately to fit the context of the area for
the Downtown Station
• Sized and scaled appropriately to fit multiple use opportunities
for the Suburban Station within the Health District
• Opportunity for a phased approach
• Accommodate flexibility now and into the future
MARCH 2019
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CHAPTER 2: STATION PROGRAM ELEMENTS
This chapter reviews the anticipated rail service and
ridership assumptions to determine the general program
for the downtown and suburban Baton Rouge stations.
This establishes the framework for evaluating station site
options and for completing the conceptual design plans
for the selected station sites at both locations. These
elements will need to be confirmed and refined as the
passenger rail corridor service is advanced through its
project phases.

2.1 RAIL SERVICE & RIDERSHIP
ASSUMPTIONS

estimated to generate 350 daily riders at the Downtown
Station and 150 riders at the Suburban Station. The
long-term (2045) projection will generate 1,500 daily
riders at the Downtown Station and 640 daily riders
at the Suburban Station. Ridership estimates will be
updated when NEPA and preliminary engineering studies
are advanced for the corridor. The rail station program
assumptions may need to be updated at that time.
Service Development Plan (2010): http://www.norpc.org/assets/pdf-documents/studies-and-plans/BR-NO_Pass_
Rail-Vol-1_2010.pdf
Strategic Business Plan (2014): http://www.norpc.org/assets/pdf-documents/studies-and-plans/BR-NOLA%20
Rail_Strategic%20Business%20Plan_FINAL_February%202014.pdf

Fort Worth, TX
Source: http://steelefreeman.com/projects/intermodal-transportation-center/

Table 2.01 summarizes the rail service levels and
ridership assumptions for the corridor and the Baton
Table 2.01: Rail Service and Ridership Assumptions
Rouge stations. These preliminary estimates are based
LONG-TERM
MID-TERM
START UP
SERVICE/STATION
on prior studies completed for the corridor including
(2045)
(2035)
(2025)
the Service Development Plan (2010) and the Strategic
CORRIDOR SERVICE LEVELS
Business Plan (2014). Initially, startup service will include
2
6
8
Round Trips
two daily round trips with one train in each direction
79 mph
90 mph
110 mph
Train Speeds
in the morning and reverse service in the evening. The
estimated annual corridor ridership for two round trips
210,240
644,200
886,400
Annual Riders
is 210,240. As service is expanded to eight daily round
trips, ridership is estimated to increase to 886,400 annual DOWNTOWN STATION
96,000
290,000
400,000
passengers.
Annual Riders
Previous studies indicate that 65 percent of the total
350
1,000
1,500
Daily Riders
corridor inbound boardings will be at the two Baton
SUBURBAN STATION
Rouge stations. These boardings were distributed 70
41,000
126,000
173,000
Annual Riders
percent to the Downtown Station and 30 percent to
the Suburban Station. Daily riders are calculated using
150
460
640
Daily Riders
Amtrak’s formula (daily riders = annual ridership / 270) Notes:
that accounts for peak conditions, seasonal fluctuations
1. Ridership estimates are based on the Strategic Business Plan (2014) and Service Development Plan (2010) which states 65 percent of the total corridor inbound boardings will
be at the two Baton Rouge stations.The Baton Rouge boardings were distributed 70 percent to the Downtown Station and 30 percent to the Suburban Station.
and weekly variations in riders. Startup service is
2. Daily riders are based on formula from the Amtrak Station Guidelines (2013).
MARCH 2019
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2.2 STATION PROGRAM
ELEMENTS & DESIGN CRITERIA
The ridership estimates in Table 2.01 were used to size
the stations and determine the Downtown and Suburban
Station program elements in accordance with the Amtrak
Program and Planning Guidelines (Amtrak, 2013). For
the purposes of this master plan, the station program
elements for the Downtown and Suburban Stations were
sized to accommodate the long-term (2045) service and
ridership assumptions. This will ensure that the selected
station sites can accommodate service expansion and
ridership growth over time.
The Baton Rouge passenger rail stations will be designed
to meet the needs of a modern intercity passenger rail
service that will include an enclosed station building,
platform, on-site parking and multimodal transportation
access. All stations will be accessible and will comply with
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).
Both stations are being designed as Amtrak Category 2
medium stations. This classification is appropriate for city
centers and suburban locations and is typically used for
stations along state corridor routes that serve between
100,000 and 400,000 annual passengers (Amtrak, 2013).
Category 2 stations can be staffed by Amtrak employees
and have climate-controlled enclosed waiting areas, a
ticket office, baggage service and restrooms. Staffing,
ticketing and baggage services will not be required
for the initial startup levels of service. The need for
these services should be evaluated in coordination with
the owner of the rail service since these services can
substantially increase costs and are usually not required
for relatively short intercity passenger corridors.
Complementary uses such as retail, restaurants and other
services also commonly accompany medium stations.
Table 2.02 summarizes the basic program elements
required for the Downtown and Suburban Stations. It
is assumed a 500-foot long platform will be provided
at each station. This will accommodate the proposed
MARCH 2019

Table 2.02: Station Program Elements and Space Requirement Assumptions -Year 2045
PROGRAM ELEMENTS

DOWNTOWN

SUBURBAN

Station Type

Terminal

Intermediate

Track

Second track for platform

Platform along mainline

Platform

500-feet long and 12-feet wide

500-feet and 12-feet wide

Waiting Area

2,600 square feet

1,100 square feet

Total Building Area

4,355 square feet

2,855 square feet

Parking Spaces

390

240

Other

Train storage and routine cleaning and service can
be accommodated on platform track

Emergency evacuation space

Note: Final program elements to be determined in subsequent design phases.

passenger train that will consist of a locomotive, cab car
and three passenger cars that will be approximately 400
feet in length.
Typically, the slope along the platform length is level
with a cross slope of approximately 1 to 1.5%. The cross
slope of the platform should slope away from the tracks
to prevent strollers, baggage carts and other items from
rolling towards the train.
Since the Downtown Station is a terminal station, it
should include a second track off the mainline that serves
the platform. This will provide operational flexibility to
store up to two trains on the track at night and allow for
routine train cleaning and servicing requirements. It has
been confirmed by Amtrak that train maintenance and
repairs will occur in New Orleans.
The design of the canopies shall provide all required
clearances, including maintaining a minimum distance of
6-feet from the edge of platform to any obstruction.
The entire route is on the Strategic Rail Corridor
Network (STRACNET) and structures must meet
minimum setbacks from track center and vertical
clearances to accommodate over-dimensional military

Memphis, TN
Photo: Central Station (Amtrak) on South Main Street in Memphis,Tennessee - Thomas R Machnitzk

Addison, TX
Source: http://wolverineinterests.com/addison-circle/
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shipments. In certain routes there are also civilian overdimensional shipments that may exceed the military’s
requirements. Determination of the specific offsets
and clearance requirements will be determined as the
design for the facility advances by coordinating with the
operating railroad (KCS in this case), the Federal Railroad
Administration (FRA) and the Department of Defense
(DOD).
According to Amtrak space calculations, a 4,355-square
foot building with a 2,600-square foot passenger waiting
area will be required to accommodate the Downtown
Station functions. The Suburban Station building will
require a 2,855-square foot building with a 1,100-square
foot passenger waiting area. See Appendix D for
Amtrak’s Station Functional and Space Requirement
Guidelines.
On-site parking requirements were estimated for each
station. The estimates are based on passenger rail stations
guidelines used by comparable stations in the United
States, the availability of transit, and the ratio of business
and leisure travelers. It is estimated that the Downtown
Station will initially require about 130 spaces for startup
service, increasing to 390 spaces in 2045. The Suburban
Station will initially require about 50 spaces for startup
service, increasing to 240 spaces by 2045. The station
parking could be accommodated at the station or at
adjacent shared parking facilities. Increases in local transit
services over time could reduce the number of required
parking spaces at the stations.
Other station elements include space for a dedicated
passenger drop off/pick up lane; multimodal access for
transit, taxis, bikes and pedestrians, and other modes;
lighting and signage.
These station program elements were used to help select
a station site and were refined during the conceptual
design process for the selected site option.

Mississauga, ON, Canada

Milwaukee Intermodal Station, WI

Photo: One of the Cawthra Station shelters. - Bryon Johnson

Source: https://www.eua.com/projects/milwaukee-intermodal-station/

2.3 EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

planning and business emergency planning.
The establishment of a passenger rail service between
New Orleans and Baton Rouge adds an important
transportation mode that could prove essential for
evacuation of coastal areas and in addressing local
emergencies. The station planning along this route should
consider ways to make the stations better adapted to
use patterns during emergencies. This might include
defining locations for temporary facilities and establishing
connections to other transportation routes. Further
coordination with rail officials should be undertaken to
better define how passenger service would be operated
during times of emergency and if there are ways to
leverage normal service into an expanded service during
large-scale evacuations.
Recent planning efforts for the Baton Rouge Health
District includes a focus on resiliency and disaster
preparedness. A major concern of the plan is “Limited
access points into the District, and the disconnected
District street network are impediments to timely
evacuation of hospitals and threaten hospital access
during mass casualty incidents”. As site planning for the
Suburban Station moves forward addressing the need
for improved hospital access should be a key focus. Rail
service from the Downtown Station to the Suburban
Station offers one example of expanding access to
medical resources in the Health District.

Louisiana’s history of hurricanes, flooding, and hazardous
material incidents is well understood. In response,
Louisiana and Federal officials are actively pursuing ways
to prevent, mitigate, prepare, respond and recover from
disasters and emergencies.
The Governor’s Office of Homeland Security and
Emergency Preparedness (GOHSEP) has a vital role in
coordinating the efforts of local governing authorities
and grant administration. All Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) Public Assistance (PA),
Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP) funding
and homeland security grants are administered through
GOHSEP to Louisiana grant applicants.
Each of the 64 Louisiana Parishes has an Office of
Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness
(OHSEP). The East Baton Rouge Parish Mayor’s Office
of Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness
(MOHSEP) provides the citizens of East Baton Rouge
Parish with a comprehensive, integrated and coordinated
public safety program to ensure natural and man-made
risks are reduced, emergency services delivered and
consequences of events managed to provide a safe,
livable and sustainable community. The MOHSEP has an
Emergency Operations Plan (EOP) and is involved in
continuity of operations planning, healthcare emergency

MARCH 2019
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CHAPTER 3: STATION SITE EVALUATION & SELECTION PROCESS
The purpose of this chapter is to document the station
site evaluation process for the downtown and suburban
site options. The evaluation used the criteria in Table
3.01 to confirm the feasibility and functionality of
the station locations and compare the site options.
Preliminary track and platform layouts and site plan
sketches were used to support the evaluation process.
The steps involved in the station site evaluation process
include:

• Obtain input from stakeholder and steering committee groups
• Select a recommended site at each location based on the
evaluation and stakeholder input

The result of the station evaluation process was the
selection of a recommended site for each station location
(downtown and suburban) that were advanced to the
conceptual design phase for more detailed evaluation and
design.

• Review existing conditions and relevant plans and policies

*

• Identify and confirm site options for each station location
• Evaluate site options based on a range of criteria and
functionality tests

Table 3.01: Evaluation Criteria for Station Sites
CRITERIA

DESCRIPTION

Site use and ownership

What is the site currently used for? Who owns the site?

Transportation access and
multimodal connectivity

Is the site connected to the local and regional transportation networks? Does the site allow
multimodal connectivity?
Is the site compatible with existing land use and local land use plans? Does the site generate
complementary development opportunities?

Land use and development
Activity generators

What activity generators are in proximity to the site?

Physical site features

Does the site have major constraints such as topography or utilities?

Railroad operations

What are the railroad operations at the site? Are there any potential conflicts?

Environmental resources

Does the site impact any natural, historic or community resources?

Public/stakeholder input

What have the public and local stakeholders indicated about the site?

Site size and configuration

Does the site accommodate the station program elements?

Downtown Station Location Option

*

*

* * *

Suburban Station Location Options

MARCH 2019
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3.1 DOWNTOWN STATION
3.1.1 Site Identification
The proposed Downtown Station is located along
Government Street to the east of the Baton Rouge
central business district in an area known as Mid City.
The streets in this area tie directly into downtown, the
Capitol Complex, Spanish Town, Beauregard Town and
the Garden District. As shown on Figure 3.01, the
Government Street station site is north of Government
Street, south of North Boulevard, east of 14th Street and
west of 15th Street. Two options were evaluated for this
station location. One option will place the station on the
west side of the railroad tracks and the other option will
place the station on the east side of the tracks.
The Government Street site was identified for the
Downtown Station as part of the Baton Rouge-New
Orleans Intercity Rail Feasibility Study (HNTB, 2014).
The steering committee and downtown stakeholder
group for this Station Master Plan Study confirmed the
Government Street location for the Downtown Station
because it will create synergies with the new Electric
Depot development and help advance local land use and
economic goals to revitalize Mid City.
Sites to the north of North Boulevard were not
considered due to potential freight operations conflicts
associated with the KCS yard and KCS switching
activities. Station sites in the central business district
were also not considered including the historic railroad
depot at the Louisiana Art & Science Museum as these
sites are not located along the Baton Rouge to New
Orleans corridor.

MARCH 2019

Parking under North Blvd

15th St at Spain

14th St looking South

14th St looking North

Railroad tracks looking south

South from North Blvd
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15th St

14th St

North Blvd

Government St

Figure 3.01: Downtown Station Location and Site Context
MARCH 2019
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3.1.2 Site Evaluation
The following sections summarize the evaluation of
the Downtown Station sites based on the criteria in
Table 3.01. The evaluation identifies challenges and
opportunities for station development and tests the
functionality of the station sites at this location.

Site Use and Ownership
As shown on Figure 3.02, the west side of the tracks
contains two former warehouse buildings. One of
the buildings is occupied by a local architecture and
development firm and was recently renovated. The other
structure is a former warehouse that is likely used for
storage. The east side of the tracks is currently vacant
and/or undeveloped, as shown in Figure 3.03. The
Electric Depot development is planning to construct a
parking lot at the northwest corner of Government Street
and 15th Street on the east side of the tracks.
Nearly all the parcels on both the east and west sides of
the tracks are privately owned and property acquisition
will be required for both site options. The only publiclyowned parcel is located on the west side of the tracks
under the North Boulevard viaduct.

MARCH 2019

Figure 3.02: Land Under Common Ownership
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Figure 3.03:Vacant and Undeveloped Land

IMPACTED BY
TRANSMISSION LINE

ELECTRIC DEPOT
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Transportation Access
As shown on Figure 3.04, the Downtown Station site has
regional transportation access from the I-110 interchanges
with Government Street and North Boulevard. Government
Street is a main east/west arterial in Baton Rouge that
funnels traffic to downtown and connects with the Jefferson
Highway to the east. North Boulevard is also a significant
regional access point that provides access to I-110 and
downtown. North Boulevard is grade separated from the

railroad crossing and Government Street has an at-grade
railroad crossing.
Local traffic circulation can be challenging within the
immediate vicinity of the station area because the street
grid is disconnected in some areas. The street grid between
13th Street and 17th Street and North Boulevard and
Government Street is disconnected since several eastwest streets such as America, Louisiana and Spain are not
connected. North-south connectivity is challenging at the

Figure 3.04: Regionally - Significant Roadway Access Points

north end of the station sites because the street grid to the
north and south of North Boulevard does not line up. North
Boulevard becomes a viaduct between 12th Street and 18th
Street allowing for a grade separated railroad crossing. The
bridge section extends beyond the railroad allowing vehicles
and pedestrians to cross under North Boulevard at 14th
Street and 16th Street. No crossing movements can occur
at the bridge approaches, defined by retaining walls, east of
12th Street and west of 14th Street and east of 16th Street
and west of 18th Street.
See Figure 3.05. Sidewalks are generally provided along the
local street grid within the station study area. Within a halfmile radius area of the station site, the average block length
is shorter than in most East Baton Rouge districts, which
indicates a generally walkable street grid. However, some
gaps in sidewalk coverage are present and some sidewalks
are in poor condition. The density of pedestrian accessible
intersections is low within the immediate vicinity of the
station sites due to interruptions in the street grid and the
railroad tracks. Adjacent to the station sites, sidewalks are
available along 14th Street and Government Street and
missing along 15th Street. Along North Boulevard, sidewalks
are present under the viaduct, but pedestrians must cross
the railroad tracks at a non-signalized intersection with no
railroad warning devices. No sidewalks are available on the
viaduct itself.

A station for the former KCS
Southern Belle rail line that
ran between Kansas City
and New Orleans during the
1940s–1960s was located to the
north of Government Street.

MARCH 2019
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Figure 3.05: Density of Pedestrian - Accessible Intersection
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The Louisiana Department of Transportation and
Development (DOTD) started construction on a “road
diet” plan for Government Street (LA 73) in early 2018
to calm traffic and improve safety along this corridor.
The 4.2-mile project along Government Street extends
from East Boulevard in downtown to Lobdell Avenue
near Independence Park. The project will reduce traffic
lanes from four to three and add on-street bike lanes and
sidewalks along Government Street.

The closest bike facilities to the station site are part of the
Downtown Greenway System and includes segments along
North Boulevard and East Boulevard. A planned Louisiana
Avenue connector will link with the greenway system at
East Boulevard and extend to 13th Street, one block from
the station sites, where it will head south and connect with
the bike lanes being constructed along Government Street.
A bike share station is proposed along Government Street
at the station site and is expected to be implemented during
the project’s second phase.

Figure 3.06: Existing Transit Access
GREYHOUND
STATION
MEGABUS/
CATS
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Existing local transit access is available near the station site
along Government Street (Route 12) and Florida Street
(Route 44). See Figure 3.06. Also, several local routes
converge at the Capital Area Transit System (CATS) transit
hub at 22nd Street and Florida Street. Regional bus access
near the station includes the Megabus at the CATS 22nd
Street transit hub and a Greyhound Bus Station at Florida
Street and 13th Street. A potential bus rapid transit route
could also serve the station area in the future, but no
definitive plans are currently in place.
In all, 12 bus routes cross the area within a half mile of the
station site. Through these routes, residents of the station
area could reach approximately 98,000 jobs within half an
hour during peak service periods, and approximately 39,000
workers in the region could reach jobs in the station area
during peak hours. However, only 7.2% of the station area’s
1,400 employed residents commute via transit, indicating
that the service is not sufficiently robust to serve the needs
of many of the area’s workers.
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Land Use and Development
Existing land uses in the immediate station area, shown
on Figure 3.07, include industrial, institutional, vacant/
undeveloped and commercial. The land use to the west, east Figure 3.07: Existing Land Use
and south of the station sites is predominately residential
scattered with several vacant/undeveloped parcels. The land
use character to the north of North Boulevard contains more
commercial and office uses along with scattered residential
uses and institutional uses as well as vacant/undeveloped
land.
The future land use map for the FUTUREBR
Comprehensive Plan designates the station sites as a
“Regional Center” that is planned as a mid-rise, mixed-use
area that attracts workers and visitors from around the
region (City of Baton Rouge-Parish of East Baton Rouge,
2015). According to the plan, Regional Centers should
support a high level of pedestrian access and include a transit
hub. The Mid City Predevelopment Plan anticipates a rail
station in this area and encourages a walkable mixed-use
neighborhood with many transportation options (Duany
Plater-Zybkerk & Company, LLC, 2014). See Figure 3.08.
Both the east and west side of the tracks at the station site
are currently zoned M1, Industrial (City of Baton RougeParish of East Baton Rouge, 2018). A zoning change will
be required to accommodate the station and to encourage
complementary development near the proposed station site.
See Figure 3.09.
The Downtown Station site will provide opportunities to
facilitate complementary development since a large amount
of vacant and/or underutilized land exists near the proposed
station site. Plus, recent developments along Government
Street such as the Electric Depot, Square 46 and the
Government Village shopping center have demonstrated a
market for redevelopment and small business creation in the
area. See Figure 3.10 for development activity.

ELECTRIC DEPOT
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Figure 3.08: Future Land Use
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Figure 3.09: Zoning
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Figure 3.10: Development Activity (value per acre)
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Activity Generators
Population and employment density within the immediate
vicinity of the station area is currently low since the area
has a large amount of vacant and/or undeveloped uses.
Figure 3.11: Population Density per Acre
See Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12. Within the half-mile
radius station study area, population density is between
4 and 16 residents per acre. Job density throughout the
half-mile radius station area is relatively low, less than 10
jobs per acre, since the area is predominately residential.
While the overall density of the half-mile radius station
area is low, it hosts an employment center with 236
businesses and 3,300 jobs. The composition of this
employment center is highly diverse including: 900
jobs in public administration, 752 jobs in health and
social services, 520 jobs in professional and technical
services, and 514 jobs in what are sometimes called
production and maintenance industries (encompassing
manufacturing, construction, utilities, and logistics).
Currently fewer than 100 of the station area’s residents
are employed in the station area.
As shown on Figure 3.13, most retail and service
destinations exist to the north and west of the proposed
station site generally in the direction of the Baton Rouge
central business district. The Government Street corridor
also contains a concentration of retail and service uses
especially to the east of the station site. The development
of the Electric Depot, Figure 3.14, is expected to create
more retail and service activities within the immediate
vicinity of the station site and help to spur additional
investment that will bring more activity to the area.
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Figure 3.12: Job Density per acre
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Figure 3.13: Density of Retail / Service Destinations
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Figure 3.14: Future Development - Electric Depot Development Rendering

Source: http://www.waterspettit.com/electric-depot/
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North 14th Street Park to the north of the station. Other
community resources in the vicinity include several places of
The Downtown Station sites is generally flat with little to no worship, the Louisiana New School Academy, the Dufrocq
change in topography.
School and Thrive Baton Rouge.
Appendix E includes a preliminary investigation of water, No historic resources are located on the station site. The
sewer, and electric utilities for the Downtown Station
Electric Depot, adjacent to the station site, was recently
site. The option east of the railroad tracks contains a 230
added to the National Register of Historic Places as the
kilovolts transmission line that runs through the center of
Baton Rouge Electric Company (BRECO) Public Utilities
the site. According to Entergy, the high voltage transmission Complex. A proposed historic district that will include the
line cannot be buried and has a 75-foot servitude width
station is centered along Government Street between Terrace
on both sides of the line. Moving the poles, at a cost, is
Avenue and Convention Street and is tentatively called the
an option if a suitable location could be found. No major
Eddie Robinson Sr. Historic District. The proposed historic
conflicts with sewer and water utilities were identified.
district is currently being evaluated by the National Park
Service. Other historic resources on the National Register
Railroad Operations
of Historic Places within a half-mile of the station include
The station site is located along a single-track active
the Prince Hall Masonic Temple, Dufrocq School, Roseland
freight corridor owned and operated by Kansas City
Terrace Historic District and Beauregard Town Historic
Southern (KCS). At the Government Street crossing,
District.
where the station is located, a total of eight trains were
observed in a 24-hour period in 2016 (https://safetydata. The station site is part of the Mid City Cultural District that
roughly extends from I-110 on the west to Kenwood Avenue
fra.dot.gov/officeofsafety/publicsite/crossing/crossing.
on the east, Fuqua Street/North Street on the north and,
aspx). This includes three day-time (6 a.m. to 6 p.m.)
trains, three night-time (6 p.m. to 6 a.m.) trains and two Broussard Street/Claycut Road to the south. In March 2018,
the Metro Council voted to apply to the state to expand the
switching trains.
Mid City Cultural District.
In 2017, Louisiana DOTD initiated a railroad crossing
Public Input
project in Baton Rouge that includes rehabilitation
of 10 crossings and closure of six crossings along the
Input from the Master Plan’s steering committee and
KCS railroad (Louisiana DOTD, 2018). The crossing at
stakeholder groups indicate that the location of the station
Government Street will be rehabilitated as part of the
has broad support. The site is in an “up-and-coming” location
project and include construction of medians on the east
and will generate synergies with new developments such as
and west sides of the crossing along Government Street
the Electric Depot to create a center of activity. Based on
and the installation of new flashers and crossing gates/
input from local stakeholders, the station should be sensitive
arms.
to the existing scale and context of the area, which is in a
historic warehouse district. Also, stakeholders expressed a
Environmental Resources
desire for the station to be a fully integrated into a transit
The Government Street station site is located within an
oriented development that contains a mixture of uses
urbanized area and does not contain any natural resources,
and transportation choices. See Appendix C for Public
floodplain, wetlands or streams.
Meeting summary.
Community resources nearest to the station site include
the Shiloh Baptist Church to the west of the station and the

Physical Site Features
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Site Size and Configuration

Figure 3.15: Downtown Station East of Tracks

Preliminary concepts for the platform and track were
prepared and station site plan sketches were completed to
test the functionality of the east (Figure 3.15) and west
(Figure 3.16) options at the Downtown Station. A station
east of the tracks will have sufficient space to accommodate
the station program elements and it will allow the most
direct connection with the Energy Depot development.
However, the high-voltage transmission lines on the
east side of the tracks will restrict development within
Entergy’s 75-foot servitude easement for the high voltage
transmission lines. The lines will need to be relocated, which
could add substantial cost and potential delay to station
implementation. In addition, it may be difficult to find a
suitable location to relocate the poles since the servitude
width will likely encumber private property.
A station west of the tracks will have sufficient space to
accommodate the station program elements and it will
not be encumbered by the servitude of the high voltage
transmission lines. This option could utilize the existing
parking lot that is located under the North Boulevard
viaduct, reducing the footprint of parking on land that could
Figure 3.16: Downtown Station West of Tracks
be developed.

Proposed Street Grid
Potential Platform Location
Bus Terminal
New Development
Green Space/Park
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3.1.3 Site Selection
Based on the site evaluation process, a station west of the
railroad tracks is the recommended site for the Downtown
Station. This location meets the requirements for an intercity
passenger rail station and can accommodate the station’s
basic program elements. The site has access to regional
transportation connections and it has access to existing and
planned multimodal transportation facilities. The site is
consistent with local land use plans and could help facilitate
complementary development opportunities on adjacent
vacant and/or underutilized properties. The west side of
the tracks is recommended over the east side of the tracks
because it avoids the cost and implementation obstacles
associated with the high voltage transmission lines that are
on the east side of the tracks. Also, it activates the space
under North Boulevard and utilizes the existing surface
parking under the viaduct. It can help transition 14th Street
into a more walkable urban street.

The west side of the tracks was
selected as the recommended
site for the Downtown
Station because it avoids the
transmission lines, can help
facilitate complementary
development, activates the
space under North Boulevard
and can transition 14th Street
into a walkable urban street.
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3.2 SUBURBAN STATION
3.2.1 Site Identification
The proposed suburban station is in the Baton Rouge
Health District southeast of downtown Baton Rouge and
about eight miles southeast of the Downtown Station site.
The Master Plan for the Baton Rouge Health District,
identified three station site options: West of Essen
Lane (N), East of Essen Lane (O) and East of Midway
Boulevard (P) (Baton Rouge Area Foundation, 2015).
These sites, plus two additional sites, West of Midway
Boulevard and West of Bluebonnet Boulevard, were
evaluated for this study. The suburban site options are
shown on Figure 3.17.

*
West of Essen Lane (N) Site

*
East of Essen Lane (O) Site

3.2.2 Site Evaluation
The following sections summarize the evaluation of the
Suburban Station site options based on the criteria in
Table 3.01. The evaluation identifies challenges and
opportunities for station development at each site and
tests the functionality of a suburban station.

*
West of Midway Boulevard Site

*
East of Midway Boulevard (P) Site

*
West of Bluebonnet Boulevard Site
MARCH 2019
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Figure 3.17: Suburban Station Site Options and Site Context
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Site Use and Ownership
All the Suburban Station sites are located on privatelyowned property. The West of Essen Lane (N) and East
of Essen Lane (O) site options have multiple property
owners and contain several existing medical clinics and
offices that will need to be relocated to accommodate a
station. See Figure 3.18. The West of Midway Boulevard
site is vacant and the East of Midway Boulevard (P) site
contains a medical clinic and offices owned by the Baton
Rouge General Hospital that will need to be relocated
to accommodate a station at this site. The West of
Bluebonnet Boulevard site is vacant and is owned by the
Baton Rouge General Hospital. See Figure 3.19.
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Figure 3.18: Land Under Common Ownership
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Figure 3.19:Vacant and Undeveloped Land

SOLD IN 2016
FOR MIXED-USE
DEVELOPMENT
SOLD IN 2017
FOR HOTEL
DEVELOPMENT

SOLD IN 2017
FOR OUTPATIENT
DEVELOPMENT
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Transportation Access
As shown on Figure 3.20, regional access to all the
Suburban Station site options is available from the I-10
interchanges via Essen Lane to the west and Bluebonnet
Boulevard to the east. Essen Lane and Bluebonnet
Boulevard are the major north/south arterials that
bisect the Health District. These corridors both carry
over 42,000 cars per day and experience congestion
during peak hours of travel. The Louisiana DOTD
is in the process of reconstructing Essen Lane from
Perkins Road to I-10 to address congestion. The project
includes widening the road from five-lanes to six-lanes
and providing a continuous two-way center turn lane
(Louisiana DOTD, 2018).
Picardy Avenue provides local access to all the station site
options in the Health District and links Essen Lane with
Bluebonnet Boulevard. Summa Avenue parallels Picardy
Avenue to the north and provides a second east/west
local access street within the Health District. Overall,
the street network in the Health District is limited due
to a lack of connected streets. Also, the Health District
has a limited sidewalk network with sidewalks primarily
available along Summa Avenue and Picardy Avenue. See
Figure 3.21.
To help improve connectivity in the Health District,
several local street network enhancements were
recommended as part of the Baton Rouge Health
District Master Plan (Baton Rouge Area Foundation,
2015). These include a new frontage road along I-10
between Bluebonnet Boulevard and Essen Lane; a new
Midway Boulevard from I-10 frontage road to Perkins
Road; a new Dijon Drive extension from Essen Lane
to Bluebonnet Boulevard; a reconfiguration of Picardy
Avenue to align with Mall of Louisiana Boulevard; and a
new connector road between Picardy Avenue and Perkins
Road. Phase 1 of the Dijon Road extension from Essen
Lane to Future Midway Boulevard is under construction
and phase 2 from Future Midway Boulevard to
Bluebonnet Boulevard is under design with construction
expected to start in 2019. Phase 1 of Future Midway
MARCH 2019
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Figure 3.21: Density of Pedestrian - Accessible Intersection

Boulevard from Dijon Drive to Picardy Avenue is under
design but no construction date has been set at this
time. No other proposed roads are funded for design or
construction at this time.
BREC is in the process of implementing the Health Loop
Trail (BREC, 2018). The multi-use pathway is a 7.4-mile
loop around the Health District that generally follows
Dawson Creek and Ward Creek. The segment along Ward
Creek to the west of Bluebonnet Boulevard between the
Mall of Louisiana and The Grove was completed in 2013
and the Perkins/Pennington segment was completed
in 2016. The extension of the trail from Bluebonnet
Boulevard to Our Lady of the Lake campus is under
construction as part of the Dijon Road extension project.
As shown on Figure 3.22, the station site options have
access to the local transit network along Picardy Avenue.
CATS Route 60, Medical Circulator, circulates between
Our Lady of the Lake Regional Medical Center, the
Baton Rouge General Bluebonnet campus, the Mall of
Louisiana, and the new Woman’s Hospital on Airline
Highway. According to CATS, they are planning to
make some near-term schedule adjustments to improve
on-time performance and frequency of this route. Route
46, Gardere - OLOL - L’Auberge, also runs along
Picardy Avenue in the Health District and links to the
Mall of Louisiana. In addition to these routes, Route 47,
Route 12 and Route 17 converge at the Mall of Louisiana
just east of the Health District.
Although all site options are served by the existing and
planned regional and local transportation connections,
the West of Midway Boulevard and East of Midway
Boulevard (P) site options are more interior to
the district and slightly less accessible to regional
thoroughfares. The construction of Midway Boulevard
will improve access to these sites. On the other hand,
the location of these sites makes them more central to
existing Health District medical facilities and clinics.
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Figure 3.22: Existing Transit Access
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The station sites were reviewed to determine their
potential to facilitate complementary development
The suburban site options are compatible with existing
opportunities. The station site options on the west side
and planned land uses. The area is comprised of a mixture of the Health District, West of Essen Lane (N) and East
of institutional, office, commercial, and residential land
of Essen Lane (O), have more limited opportunities
uses, shown on Figure 3.23. The west side of the Health since the land is highly built out in this area. Relocation
District is predominately office and institutional uses.
of several businesses and demolition of existing
The area between Essen Lane and the Future Midway
structures will be required to facilitate complementary
Boulevard is the only section of the Health District with
development opportunities. The station site options on
residential uses but also contains office and institutional
uses. The eastern side of the Health District is primarily
Figure 3.23: Existing Land Use
institutional and undeveloped/vacant land.
See Figure 3.24. FUTUREBR, the East Baton Rouge
Parish Comprehensive Plan, shows the planned land
use for the Health District as primarily “Employment”
with “Mixed-Use Arterial” along Essen Lane (City of
Baton Rouge-Parish of East Baton Rouge, 2015). The
Master Plan for the Health District recommends building
a multimodal transit center that accommodates the
passenger rail service to New Orleans (Baton Rouge Area
Foundation, 2015).
As shown on Figure 3.25, the station site options in the
Health District are zoned C2, commercial, which allows
both commercial and residential development (City of
Baton Rouge-Parish of East Baton Rouge, 2018). The
West of Midway Boulevard site is the only site zoned M1,
Industrial, which will likely require a zoning change to
accommodate transit oriented development.

Land Use and Development

the east side of the Heath District, including the Future
Midway Boulevard sites and the Bluebonnet Boulevard
site, present more opportunities for complementary
development since more vacant/undeveloped land
is available. The West of Bluebonnet Boulevard site
presents the greatest opportunities for complementary
development due the large amount of undeveloped
contiguous land around this site option. See Figure 3.26
for development activity.
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Figure 3.24: Future Land Use
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Figure 3.25: Zoning
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Figure 3.26: Development Activity (value per acre)
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Activity Generators
The East of Essen Lane (O) and West of Midway
Boulevard station sites are closest to residential densities
associated with the existing multifamily uses to the north
Figure 3.27: Population Density per Acre
of Picardy Avenue and the residential areas to the south
of the railroad tracks. Population density is low near the
sites on west and east ends of the Health District (West of
Essen Lane and West of Bluebonnet Boulevard since these
areas generally lack residential uses. See Figure 3.27.
The West of Essen Lane (N) and East of Essen Lane (O)
site options are closest to the highest concentrations of
jobs and service activities in the Health District and are
closest to the Our Lady of the Lake Regional Medical
Center, the districts largest medical facility. See Figure
3.28 and Figure 3.29.
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Figure 3.28: Job Density per Acre
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Figure 3.29: Density of Retail / Service Destinations

MALL OF
LOUISIANA
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Physical Site Features
All the Suburban Station sites are generally flat with little
to no change in topography. The elevation of the West of
Bluebonnet Boulevard site option is higher than Bluebonnet
Boulevard. This will not affect station development but it
may introduce some site grading and access challenges if the
planned Picardy Avenue realignment and connection to the
Mall of Louisiana Boulevard is implemented.
Appendix E includes a preliminary investigation of
water, sewer, and electric utilities for the Suburban
Station site options. No major conflicts that will preclude
development were identified at all the Suburban Station
sites. A 230-kilovolt transmission line runs along the south
side of the railroad corridor throughout the Health District.
Although the station sites will not directly impact the
transmission line, future coordination with Entergy will
be required to build a station platform within the 75-foot
servitude of the transmission line.

Lady of Lake Regional Medical Center, the new Our Lady
of the Lake Children’s Hospital, Promise Hospital of Baton
Rouge, Baton Rouge General Medical Center and the
Ochsner Health Center. The west side of the Health District
has the greatest concentration of medical facilities. Also,
several educational facilities are located on the west side
of the Health District including the Southeastern Nursing
School, Our Lady of the Lake College - School of Nursing,
Franciscan Missionaries of Our Lady University and the LSU
Medical Education and Innovation Center.
Although none of the Suburban Station sites will impact
any major medical or educational facility, some sites could
impact smaller medical clinics and offices. West of Essen
Lane (N) and East of Essen Lane (O) site options are both
located within areas that have existing development and will
require relocation of existing uses for station development
including medical offices and clinics. The East of Midway
Boulevard site will impact an urgent care facility and other
medical offices at the Baton Rouge General Hospital’s
Picardy Plaza building.

Site Size and Configuration
Preliminary concepts for the platform and track were
prepared and site plan sketches were completed to test the
functionality of all the Suburban Station site options. See
Figure 3.30. All sites are feasible from a track and platform
standpoint and no major physical constraints such as utilities
and topography will preclude any of the station sites. Three
of the sites, West of Essen Lane (N), East of Essen Lane
(O) and East of Midway Boulevard (P), will require the
relocation of existing businesses to accommodate the station
program elements. The West of Midway Boulevard and West
of Bluebonnet Boulevard site options are currently vacant
and all station program elements could be accommodated
without relocating existing businesses at these sites.

3.2.3 Site Selection

The West of Essen Lane (N) and East of Essen Lane
(O) sites are closest to Our Lady of the Lake Regional
Medical Center, the largest medical facility in the Health
Railroad Operations
District, and closest to a concentration of employment
and service activities in the Health District. However,
The Suburban Station site options are located along an active Public Input
the heavily built out nature of these sites will require
freight corridor owned and operated by KCS. A total of six Input from the Master Plan’s steering committee and
the relocation of several businesses and demolition of
freight trains travel through the Health District each day
stakeholder groups indicate support for a station in the
existing structures to achieve a station that is integrated
(https://safetydata.fra.dot.gov/officeofsafety/publicsite/ Health District. The suburban stakeholders expressed a
with a transit-oriented development, which is a priority
crossing/crossing.aspx). The single-track railroad has a
desire for a multimodal station that is integrated into a
siding that begins just west of Bluebonnet Boulevard and
transit oriented development. Meeting participants indicated expressed by local stakeholders and the steering
extends to just west of Dijon Drive. The siding could allow
that the sites on the west side of the Health District may be committee. Therefore, these sites were eliminated from
additional evaluation.
freight trains to bypass the passenger train while at the
difficult for station development due to the existing built
station. Depending on future coordination with KCS, the
The West of Bluebonnet station site is recommended
environment, multiple property owners and small parcel
siding may need to be extended approximately 500 feet to
for the suburban rail station. This site provides the
sizes. Sites on the east side of the district with more vacant
the east for the West of Bluebonnet Boulevard station site.
greatest potential for a truly integrated transit oriented
land and fewer property owners should be targeted for
development that could be led by a public-private
station development. Stakeholder input discussed how the
Environmental Resources
partnership. The station could be the impetus for a
Health District will require an internal transit circulator
The Suburban Station site options are located within a built/ servicing the various institutions and destinations from the
mixed-use development that provides new housing
previously disturbed environment that is between Ward
options for Health District employees, creates new public
station to make sure all users benefit from the station. See
Creek to the north and Dawson Creek to the south. The
space amenities, and provides additional retail and office
Appendix C for Public Meeting summary.
sites do not contain any known natural or historic resources.
uses. The West of Midway Boulevard and East of Midway
Boulevard (P) sites are also viable options for station
The Health District contains several community facilities
development.
including a concentration of medical related facilities,
clinics and hospitals. Major medical facilities include Our
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Figure 3.30: Site Plan Sketches

West of Essen Lane (N)

LOCATION
•
•
•
•

West side
South of Picardy Avenue
East of Dijon Drive
North of railroad tracks

East of Essen Lane (O)

LOCATION
•
•
•
•

West/central
East of Essen Lane
South of Picardy Avenue
North of railroad tracks

West of Midway Boulevard

LOCATION
•
•
•
•

Central
West of proposed Midway Boulevard
South of Picardy Avenue
North of railroad tracks

SITE OPPORTUNITIES

SITE OPPORTUNITIES

SITE OPPORTUNITIES

• High concentration of adjacent commercial and
medical uses
• Multimodal connections present/planned
• No high voltage transmission lines north of tracks

• Centrally located to district
• High concentration of adjacent commercial and
medical uses
• Close proximity to multi-family
• Multimodal connections present/planned
• No high voltage transmission lines north of tracks

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SITE CHALLENGES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Site currently developed
Multiple property owners
Business relocations required
Not centrally located to district
Difficult regional access
Local street grid challenges
Less likely to spur adjacent catalytic projects

SITE CHALLENGES
Site mostly developed
Multiple property owners
Business and residential relocations required
Station platform located between Mancuso Lane and
tracks | requires at-grade street crossing
• Regional access form Essen Lane highly congested
• Local street grid challenges
• Adjacent catalytic development challenging
•
•
•
•

Centrally located to district
Currently undeveloped land
Adjacent to proposed Midway
Fewer property owners
Adjacent to residential uses
Multimodal connections present/planned
Potential to spur adjacent catalytic projects
No high voltage transmission lines north of tracks

SITE CHALLENGES
•
•
•
•

Less direct regional access
Construction of Midway Boulevard not funded
Low visibility
Limited local street network
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East of Midway Boulevard (P)

LOCATION
•
•
•
•

Central/east side
East of proposed Midway Boulevard
South of Picardy Avenue
North of railroad tracks

West of Bluebonnet Boulevard

LOCATION
•
•
•
•

East side
West of Bluebonnet Boulevard
South of Picardy Avenue
North of railroad tracks

SITE OPPORTUNITIES

SITE OPPORTUNITIES

Currently undeveloped land
Adjacent to proposed Midway Boulevard
Single property owner (General)
Multimodal connections present/planned
Potential for adjacent catalytic projects (vacant land
present)
• No high voltage transmission lines north of tracks

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

SITE CHALLENGES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Less direct regional access
Bluebonnet Boulevard is congested
Construction of Midway Boulevard not funded
Low visibility
Limited local street network
Demolition of existing buildings

MARCH 2019

Placemaking opportunity
Currently undeveloped land
Single property owner (General)
Regional access along Bluebonnet Boulevard
Multimodal connections present/planned
Avoids Picardy realignment
Potential for adjacent catalytic projects (vacant land
present)
• Preserves high value corner land
• No high voltage transmission lines north of tracks

SITE CHALLENGES
•
•
•
•

Not centrally located in district
Bluebonnet is congested during peak periods
Limited local street network
May need to extend double track to east slightly

The West of Bluebonnet
Boulevard station site
is recommended for the
Suburban Station because it
provides the greatest potential
for a truly integrated transit
oriented development that
could be led by a public-private
partnership.
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CHAPTER 4: STATION & TRANSIT ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT
PLANS
This chapter presents the conceptual design plans for
the Downtown and Suburban passenger rail stations
at the selected sites. It also identifies complementary
development opportunities and equitable growth
strategies to demonstrate how the stations can fit into
a cohesive master planned station area that will help
advance local economic development and revitalization
plans. The conceptual design plans are based on the
guiding principles established for this planning process
per Chapter 1, the station program elements identified in
Chapter 2 and the site analysis completed in Chapter 3.

complementary commercial and retail uses. Passenger
parking, transit access and drop off and pick up lanes will
be immediately north of the waiting area, allowing users
to seamlessly move between the station facilities and the
platform. A large mid block cut out between the TOD
buildings allows convenient access from 14th Street to
the rail station and platform.

Station Building and Waiting Area

As shown on the conceptual design plan, the station
building functions are incorporated within the footprint
of the larger TOD development and mixed-use building
at the station site. The station building and climatecontrolled waiting area for the Downtown Station will
The Downtown Station site is in Mid City to the west of be located on the first floor of the TOD building with
the tracks, east of 14th Street and between Government easy access to the station’s parking, drop off and platform
Street to the south and North Boulevard to the north.
facilities.
Based on the site evaluation process described in
The interior station area is based on the program
Section 3.1, the west side of the railroad tracks is
elements for an Amtrak Category 2 Medium terminal
the recommended site for the Downtown Station. The
station as described in Chapter 2 of this report. The
following sections describe the conceptual design plans,
complementary development opportunities and equitable space requirements for the year 2045 ridership estimate
includes a total enclosed building area of 4,355 square
growth strategies for the Downtown Station.
feet that incorporates a 2,600 square foot passenger
waiting room, a ticket office, baggage service, restrooms
4.1.1 Conceptual Station Design
and storage space. See Appendix D for Amtrak’s Station
Figure 4.01 shows the conceptual site plan for the
Functional and Space Requirement Guidelines. A smaller
Downtown Station. The station is integrated into a larger
unstaffed station with approximately 2,000 square feet
multimodal transit oriented development (TOD) project
could serve the initial startup level of service. This could
that will be achieved through a public-private partnership.
be realized as a stand alone structure or within the larger
The station TOD concept features two new mixed-use,
development building footprint shown on the conceptual
multi-story buildings fronting on South 14th Street. The
design plan. The station footprint within the TOD
ground level of the north building will include space for
building will be expanded as ridership increases. See
the train station and waiting area functions along with
Section 5.1 for station phasing plans.

4.1 DOWNTOWN STATION

Staffing, ticketing and baggage functions of the station
will be determined by the owner of the passenger rail
service in coordination with Amtrak. At many medium
stations it is common for a single agent to manage the
station operations and handle ticket sales and baggage
services. Smaller stations, that are categorized as Amtrak
Category 3, which are suitable for 20,000 to 100,000
passengers annually, are typically maintained by a parttime custodian, who may or may not be an Amtrak
employee. The caretaker will be responsible for cleaning
the waiting area and restrooms and opening and closing
the station. Customers will purchase tickets by using
self-service ticketing machines and/or web-based ticket
applications.
Prototypical floor plans for Medium and Caretaker
stations are similar with two functional halves, passenger
waiting and station support areas, that are organized
around a central circulation axis. Views from the
ticketing to customer areas should be maximized. The
station envisions an open and inviting waiting area with
high ceilings, an exposed structural system, and a large
amount of window area allowing views into the space
from vehicular drop offs and views from the waiting area
to the platform and trains.
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racks could also be placed in this area. See Figure 4.03.
The conceptual design plan for the Downtown Station has The design concept emphasizes access to the Downtown The conceptual plan includes a dedicated transit access
a dedicated second track for a single platform located on Station by a variety of modes including bus, automobile, lane that could accommodate up to four bus bays. Further
coordination with CATS is recommended as the planning
the station side of the track. It is assumed the platform
bicycle and pedestrian modes. Since the station is to the
and design process moves forward to determine the space
will be 500-feet long by 12-feet wide. The platform
east of downtown, it will be important for the station
requirements for local buses and potential access for a
should be designed to provide safe and convenient
to incorporate existing and planned transportation
movement of passengers getting on and off the trains.
options and work with local agencies to improve last mile future bus rapid transit route.
The specific platform height and horizontal offset will be connectivity to the central business district, the Baton
A network of canopies is shown on the conceptual design
determined for the type of equipment used for passenger Rouge Airport, local colleges and universities and other
plan to provide cover for bus patrons and for pedestrians
trains and any clearances required for freight train
key local destinations.
walking from the north parking lot site to the train
equipment, if applicable. The final platform dimensions
platform and station. This canopy will provide a strong
The primary circulation routes serving the station will
will be determined during a subsequent project phase
be 14th Street, Government Street and North Boulevard. visual connection to link the site north and south of the
for the corridor and applied to all the station platforms
North Boulevard viaduct. See Figure 4.04.
The drop off and pick up lane off 14th Street will
along the corridor. Canopies will be distributed along the accommodate autos, taxis and ride sharing services. Bike
length of the platform to provide cover for passengers
Figure 4.02: Downtown Station - Enlargement Area
waiting to board trains.
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The Downtown Station will require 390 parking spaces
to accommodate the estimated 2045 ridership. The
number of spaces can be reduced to about 130 spaces
for startup service. The conceptual design plan includes
66 covered parking spaces under the North Boulevard
viaduct and an additional 144 spaces in a proposed
surface parking lot north of North Boulevard. These
spaces total 210 which exceeds the criteria for startup
service. An additional 180 spaces will be needed for year
2045 ridership. It is assumed these additional spaces will
be provided in a parking structure that serves the station
and other development in the area. Additional study
will be required to determine if all or a portion of the
parking spaces will be actively managed and if a user fee
is collected. See Figure 4.02 for an enlargement of the
parking and drop off areas for the station.
The TOD concept plan will require additional parking
spaces based on minimum parking requirements in the
Baton Rouge Development Code. The number of spaces
will be based on the type of uses proposed.
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Pedestrians will be able to access the station from 14th
Street from a central open-air corridor that will be
provided between the two TOD buildings. On-street
parking will be provided on 14th Street with an emphasis
on quick turnover to allow for deliveries, drop offs and
shoppers.
The Downtown Station will require several roadway
and intersection improvements that will benefit access
to the rail station and improve traffic circulation. See
Appendix F for a traffic memo that was completed for
the station.
The entire length of 14th Street will require upgrades
in the form of roadway rehabilitation, striping, curbing,
sidewalks, and potentially bike lanes. See Figure 4.05.
Due to the high pedestrian and bicycle usage anticipated,
traffic calming measures along 14th Street should be put
in place to keep vehicle speeds low and in scale with the
existing neighboring developments and Shiloh Baptist
Church activities. Connections to the bike lane along
Government Street and a planned Louisiana Avenue
Connector trail should be considered in the design of
14th Street.
The Government Street road diet and complete street

project currently under construction includes an
unsignalized, full access median opening at 14th Street.
An analyses should be completed to determine if the
additional traffic generated by the rail station warrants a
signal.
Improvements to the North Boulevard and 12th Street
intersection may be necessary to accommodate additional
users attempting to access the at grade portions of
North Boulevard. Currently this intersection is an
unsignalized, full access median opening. The geometry
of this intersection should be further investigated to
determine potential improvements. Two potential options
are signalizing the intersection (if warranted by Manual
on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD)) or
implementation of a roundabout to manage conflicts
between the different approaches. Whichever treatment
is selected, it should emphasize the intersection as a key
entry point to the rail station.

Figure 4.03: Downtown Station - 14th StreetView South at Drop Off
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Train Service and Maintenance
The Downtown Station is a terminal station and will
include a dedicated, second track for the platform.
This allows for operational flexibility to store up to two
trains on the track at night and for routine cleaning and
servicing requirements. Maintenance and repairs of trains
is expected to be performed at a facility in New Orleans.

Lighting, Signage and Security
The station will contain adequate lighting fixtures to
properly illuminate parking areas, the platform, access
points and walkways. Station signage will consist of site
identification signage at entrances to the site, directional
signage, warning signs, bus stop signs and other signage
that may be required for a station.
Passenger security and protection of property against
theft and vandalism are important factors in the design of
a station. Potential security measures to be taken at the
Downtown Station include closed-circuit TV cameras,
coordination with local police and the use of best
practices recommended by Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design.

Figure 4.04: Downtown Station - Bus Drop Off
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Figure 4.05: 14th Street - Proposed Cross Section
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4.1.2 Station & Neighborhood TOD
Opportunities

The complementary development analysis presents
land use and development concepts for two areas 1) a
Station TOD concept that incorporates station facilities
and mixed-use buildings and 2) a Neighborhood TOD
The Downtown Station site provides opportunities to
concept that includes properties most “development
facilitate complementary development opportunities
since a large amount of vacant and/or underutilized land ready” within a 5-minute walk of the station site. For each
area, land use and development assumptions were created
exists near the site. Plus, recent developments along
based on interviews with local developers, prototypical
Government Street such as the Electric Depot have
development examples, local plans and zoning regulations
demonstrated a market for redevelopment and small
business creation in the area. Using a TOD approach, the and other market factors. These concepts were prepared
synergy of compact, walkable livable communities located to demonstrate the development potential of the station
near a high-quality train system can be captured to make area and to show how the station can fit into a cohesive
neighborhood development pattern. The following
each component more successful.

Figure 4.06: Downtown Station - Station TOD

sections summarize the analysis. See Appendix G for
more details.

Station TOD Concept
Land use and development assumptions were prepared
for the Station TOD concept area. This concept
incorporates planned station facilities as part of a larger
TOD project. See Figure 4.06.
The Station TOD concept assumed two mixed-use
buildings will be constructed at the station site that
include retail and rail station facilities (start-up size)
on the ground level and residential units on levels two
to four. This concept will provide space for 125 new
dwelling units and 25,750 square feet of retail. The
TOD should emphasize locating storefronts and outdoor
dining uses along the 14th Street to improve vibrancy and
walkability. The development will generate 27 new retail
jobs and have an estimated value of $35 million. Using
the reduced downtown parking requirements for Baton
Rouge, the development concept will require 164 parking
spaces to serve the private development. As ridership for
the rail service increases over time, ground floor retail
space will be converted to station uses to accommodate
the eventual need for 4,355 square feet of enclosed space
for station functions.

STATION TOD CONCEPT FEATURES
• Two mixed-use buildings
• 125 dwelling units
• 25,750 square feet of retail
• 27 retail jobs

N
Mixed-use 4 over 1

• 164 parking spaces
• $35 million development value
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Prototypical Development Examples for Downtown Station Area

Photos: Google Maps streetview
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Neighborhood TOD Concept
The Neighborhood TOD concept builds upon the Station
TOD concept and presents a land use scenario for how
the greater station area could develop over time. See
Figure 4.07. This concept will be achieved through a
mixture of new construction and adaptive reuse projects
that will complement the station and other catalytic
activities in the area.
The analysis for the Neighborhood TOD concept assumes
the area will become a mixed-use district with a variety
of retail, office and residential uses. Heights and intensity
of uses are concentrated at the station area and along
Government Street and taper down as it transitions to
existing neighborhood areas.
In total, the Neighborhood TOD concept will include 38
buildings with 576 new dwelling units, 56,000 square
feet of retail and 27,230 square feet of creative office
space. The Neighborhood TOD concept will generate
over 130 new retail and office jobs and have an estimated
value of $137 million. The Neighborhood TOD concept
will require 700 parking spaces to serve the private
development if the downtown parking requirements
are used, which require only 1 space per dwelling

unit. District level parking solutions will be needed to
minimize the footprint of parking on the landscape and
maximize the developable area.
One of the biggest challenges affecting the development
of the Neighborhood TOD concept are the numerous
small lots with multiple property owners that will need
to be assembled to create developable parcels. This is
typical of central city areas and may require government
interventions to facilitate development. Also, given the
relatively low-income levels of this station area, it is a
suitable place for affordable housing unit set asides within
mixed-income developments. A local developer in the

area has voluntarily chosen to do 15 percent of units
for households at 80 percent area median income. This
demonstrates it is feasible to achieve affordable units even
without specific regulations in place.
Public investment is key to help attract people and private
investment to the area. Public investment, in combination
with private development, should focus on improving
the area’s aesthetics through streetscape improvements
and improved multimodal connections similar to the
Government Street plan that is under construction.

Figure 4.07: Downtown Station - Neighborhood TOD Concept

NEIGHBORHOOD TOD CONCEPT FEATURES
• 38 buildings offering a range of uses
• 576 dwelling units
• 56,000 square feet of retail
• 27,230 square feet of office
• 130 retail and office jobs
• 700 parking spaces
• $137 million development value

N
Mixed-use 4 over 1
Mixed-use 3 over 1
Apartment 5-Story
Apartment 3-Story
Townhome
Adaptive Reuse 1-Story
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4.1.3 Equitable TOD Analysis

Downtown Station - AllTransitTM Performance Scores

The establishment of new passenger rail service and
enhanced bus service in the Baton Rouge station areas, along
with local planning and development efforts, is intended
to facilitate transit oriented development (TOD). TOD is
characterized by increased housing density in a community
where residents can conveniently walk to an array of
amenities and reach a broad range of jobs by walking,
biking, or transit. While TOD can provide many benefits
to a community, consideration of equitable TOD (eTOD)
strategies can help deliver those benefits to most of the
current station area residents, rather than passing them by or
displacing them.
The following sections summarize the eTOD analysis for
the Downtown Station. The full analysis is in Appendix
H. In addition, Appendix H includes a peer cities
comparison that examines patterns of development as it
relates to public transportation and related public policies
in five U.S. cities (Durham, NC; Portland, Maine,
Downtown Station - Household Cost Burden Comparison
Sacramento, CA; Santa Fe, NM; and Savannah, GA).
These cities are comparable to Baton Rouge in that they
anchor Amtrak lines linking to two-mid-sized cities and
are largely car dependent cities that lack extensive rapid
transit systems. Appendix H also includes information
about Employer Assisted Housing Programs.

DOWNTOWN STATION EXISTING CONDITIONS
& TRENDS WITHIN A HALF-MILE OF THE
STATION:
• 78% of the housing units are single family
dwellings
• 58% of residents are African-American and
40% are white
• Median household income of $27,407 is far
below the median income of $52,487 for the
metro area
MARCH 2019

Transit service that is extensive relative to the rest of
Baton Rouge is one of this community’s key assets. By
an index that considers all aspects of transit service on
a national scale, Mid City probably ranks higher than
any other Baton Rouge community. Of course, with the
addition of Amtrak and enhanced bus service, this asset
will become more valuable.

Because of its transit assets and currently low housing
costs, Mid City residents now have about the same
combined percentage cost of housing and transportation
as East Baton Rouge and Baton Rouge Parish as a
whole, even though household income in Mid City is
substantially lower
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Downtown Station eTOD Analysis

Community Context for eTOD

The Downtown Station eTOD analysis focuses on two
basic strategies to preserve and improve Mid City as a
TOD community: 1) build the community’s base of
employed residents and 2) maintain and build affordable
housing.
The analysis, which is for a half-mile study area around
the station, is organized into three sections: Community
context for eTOD; Business and Job Development
Opportunities; and Affordable Residential Development.

The Downtown Station area in Mid City is a
predominately residential area that contains an
economically and ethnically diverse community at the
center of Baton Rouge with excellent access to jobs and
amenities through transit and proximity to the central
business district. The station area is on a logical path of
expansion for the central business district that has added
more than 7,000 jobs in recent years.
Although the community has some economic diversity, it
is predominantly low income. A desirable rise in median
household income should be anticipated with TOD; but
to maintain the community’s economic diversity, this
increase should be spread across all groups in the income
spectrum.
eTOD strategies for the Downtown Station area should
focus on maintaining the diverse character of the station
area through implementation of urban design, job
creation, and housing strategies, planned and executed
in coordination with the homegrown institutions of the
community, including its churches. If the station area
maintains its current character, it will gain moderate
residential density and add jobs while providing attractive
homes near the places where residents are employed.

DOWNTOWN STATION WORKFORCE
CHARACTERISTICS WITHIN A HALF-MILE OF
THE STATION:
• Fewer than 4% of jobs in the half-mile study
area are held by area residents
• Educational levels are 14% Bachelor or
advanced degree; 67%, associate degree,
some college, or a high school diploma; and
13% lack a high school diploma.
• 50% of jobs are considered professional jobs
that require higher educational levels
• 33% of the occupations include skilled
and semiskilled manual labor production
functions
• 5.3% of jobs are in building construction
• Retail/hospitality sector includes 24
businesses, employing 245 workers, and
generating over $45 million per year in sales
• 35,000 jobs are accessible by bus within a
half hour commute during rush hours

Business and Job Development Opportunities
This section considers the community context for eTOD
and explores additional workforce data to identify
business and job development opportunities that can
build employment for residents and raise the incomes of
the station area residents.

skills training. Most station area residents have this level of
education or could attain it without long years of effort.
A realistic initiative for raising the percentage of area
residents in area jobs will be to engage Baton Rouge’s
workforce development organizations to focus trainee
recruitment, employer outreach activities, and branch
training facilities on paraprofessional positions and residents
in the Downtown Station area. Such an initiative will train
aspiring workers for jobs close to their homes, which
they could reach without cumbersome or expensive
transportation requirements

Production Job Opportunities
Another strategy for capitalizing on station area’s job base
and proximity to the Central Business District (CBD) is to
expand the number of “Production Jobs” in the station area.
Production jobs fulfill the need for skilled and semiskilled
manual labor in tasks that are necessary for the maintenance
of a city and especially a CBD.
A recommended action is to undertake a study of current
and projected need for production business services in the
Baton Rouge CBD, including current and optimal locations
for production businesses. The study will indicate the scale
of production job opportunities for station area residents,
which might be considerable.

Building Construction Job Opportunities

An expanding CBD, new transit services, and new
infrastructure are driving demand for the construction
and rehabilitation of buildings in the station area. Building
construction is an important job opportunity for station
area residents. A recommended action is to create, maintain,
and promote a database of minority and local building
Paraprofessional Job Opportunities
contractors and skilled workers who can be recommended
Fewer than 4% of jobs in the half-mile station study area
to perform good work in building construction. Target
are held by area residents. One reason for this is that few
building trades training and placement programs to area
residents have the advanced education required for the area’s
residents similar to recommendations for paraprofessional
many professional jobs. However, many professional service
workforce initiative
jobs are performed by paraprofessional or support workers
who have an associate degree or high school education with
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Retail and Service Job Opportunities
New job opportunities, transit services, and a rise in middle
class residents will increase demand for retail and service
sector businesses in the station area. Retail and service
enterprises generally have the lowest barriers to entry of
any business categories; so, they are the types of businesses
most commonly owned by local, independent individuals.
Also, retail and service jobs are often avenues through which
young people or discouraged workers enter or reenter the
workforce.
To help station area residents’ benefit from the growth
of retail and service demand, engage the Baton Rouge
workforce organizations to connect the area’s small business
owners and entrepreneurs who want to launch new
businesses with the US Small Business Administration and
the Baton Rouge Area Chamber of Commerce for sound
advice and access to capital. Also, engage with Baton Rouge
workforce organizations to arrange training in work place
“soft skills” for new or discouraged workers.

Opportunities for Improved Job Access through
Transit
Center for Neighborhood Technology’s (CNT) AllTransitTM
analytical tool shows that residents of the station area can
reach approximately 35,000 jobs by bus within half an hour
if commute trips are made during rush hours. However,
the hours and frequency of service may not be sufficient to
provide a reliable commuting option for many workers. To
make commuting by transit a more viable option for many
area residents, transit planning for the area should consider
the needs of station area residents by providing linkages to
major employment areas in Baton Rouge such as:

These strategies will advance the objective of stakeholders
in both station areas to make the rail stations intermodal
transportation hubs.

Affordable Residential Development
The same basic factors that are driving job creation in
the Downtown Station area - proximity to Baton Rouge’s
growing CBD, new transit services and infrastructure, and
the subsequent arrival of new middle-class residents - could
also generate pressure for the displacement of current
residents.
If residents can remain in the station area they will enjoy
appreciation of real estate that they own, a more attractive
neighborhood environment, and enhanced job opportunities.
However, several existing conditions make the area
population especially vulnerable to displacement: many
low-income households, aged housing stock with many
deteriorated buildings, and predominant renter occupancy.

DOWNTOWN STATION HOUSING
CHARACTERISTICS WITHIN A HALF-MILE OF
THE STATION:
• 47% of households have incomes of $25,000/
year or less and are eligible for housing
assistance programs
• 67% of the housing was built before 1960,
and 49% was built before 1949
• 20% of the housing units are vacant

• Improved bus service to connect the Downtown Station to the
Baton Rouge CBD

• 60% of housing units are occupied by renters

• The addition of a local rail service between the two stations
that will be more frequent than the intercity service

• The condition of residential housing is
deteriorating

• Creation of an express bus service between the CBD,
Downtown Station and the Suburban Station.
• Refine routes and/or increase the frequency of services that
could connect station area workers to production job locations
MARCH 2019

• The station area has a sizable population of
people experiencing homelessness

Affordable housing development strategies for the
Downtown Station area will require concerted, collaborative
efforts by the private development industry, not-for-profit
housing corporations, and public agencies to preserve the
essential character and current population of the community
as it redevelops. The following strategies, which are
explained in detail in Appendix H, are recommended for
the Downtown Station area:
• Encourage voluntary mixed income development by private
investors
• Support not-for-profit development of affordable housing and
prioritize resources to the Downtown Station area
• Use right size parking strategies to increase the capacity of
affordable housing development to construct housing and
secure passage of an ordinance that will permit developers to
build with right size parking as a matter of right in Mid City
and other TOD locations.
• Encourage sustainable practices to reduce costs for
developers and occupants including sustainable choices about
transportation, energy, and protection from flooding

The timing of this section of the Station Area Master
Plan may be fortunate as it coincides with an early stage
in the creation of an affordable housing strategy for the
Parish of East Baton Rouge, if not the entire Baton Rouge
metropolitan area. Some 30 organizations engaged in
various aspects of affordable housing are participating in this
initiative, meeting as the Capital Area Affordable Housing
Alliance. Additional strategies to consider for this initiative
that will apply to the Downtown Station area but also have
broader applications and could only be undertaken by a
regional coalition include:
• Make the Downtown Station Area the Region’s eTOD
Blueprint
• Explore Creation of a Baton Rouge Regional Fund Devoted to
Affordable Housing
• Explore Value Capture and Other Leveraging Strategies
• Explore Opportunities for Employer Assisted Housing
• Explore Community Land Trusts for Affordable Housing
Preservation
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Information about people experiencing homelessness and
the Baton Rouge network working to change their situations
indicates several principles for the strategy to provide
affordable housing in the Downtown Station area:
• Some long-term housing that provides a safety net for people
who might otherwise fall into homelessness have a place in the
diverse Mid City community. These housing situations might
include well-run single-room-occupancy (SRO) apartment
buildings, housing for families far below area median income,
and group homes for people in special need conditions. The
community’s expectations for these facilities will be that
they are well-managed, with residents receiving casework
counseling and other professional services as required.
• Mid City should not be a magnet for emergency shelters,
although it may accept its “fair share” of such services, which
will be a part of Baton Rouge society until basic public policy
and economic conditions in the country improve. Again, the
community’s expectations for these facilities will be that they
are well-managed, with clients being referred to and tracked
in programs that address their long-term needs for housing,
health care, counseling and employment

Frequently the types of implementation measures
recommended in this plan – both in regard to employment
and affordable housing - are either not taken or tried
ineffectually for lack of productive connections between
professional service providers and community residents.
For these reasons, community engagement should be
directed through respected local organizations, including the
area’s churches, which are well established and significant
institutions in the lives of many community residents.
Community engagement should include: a voice in planning
and monitoring community development programs and a
role in the dissemination and explanation of information
about employment and housing programs. Recognizing the
value of such connections, program budgets should include
compensation for the planning and outreach work of local
organizations.
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4.2 SUBURBAN STATION
The Suburban Station site is in the Health District.
As described in Section 3.2, the West of Bluebonnet
Boulevard site, to the north of the railroad, south of
Picardy Avenue and west of Bluebonnet Boulevard, is the
recommended station site. This site presents the greatest
opportunity to achieve a TOD that will bring new uses
and new amenities that can be used by all Health District
visitors.
The West of Midway Boulevard site and the East of
Midway Boulevard (P) site are also viable options for the
Suburban Station if the West of Bluebonnet Boulevard
site cannot be secured for future station purposes. The
following sections describe the conceptual design plans,
complementary development opportunities and equitable
growth strategies for the Suburban Station.

4.2.1 Conceptual Station Design

Figure 4.09: Suburban Station - Enlargement Area
SUMMA AVE

Figure 4.08 shows the conceptual design plan for the
Suburban Station that is integrated into a larger transitoriented development (TOD) that will be achieved
through a public-private partnership. The design concept
features a new boulevard (Summa Avenue extension)
that intersects with Picardy Avenue and links with the
passenger rail station. The new boulevard is envisioned
as a focal point of the station area with residential and
mixed-use development along its frontage and public
gathering spaces. The station is proposed as a standalone
building placed between two other mixed-use buildings
adjacent to the platform. This station should be well
integrated into the campus setting of the TOD with
complementary retail and restaurant uses in the other
nearby buildings.

are categorized as Amtrak Category 3, stations are
suitable for 20,000 to 100,000 passengers annually.
The design of the Suburban Station is based on the
These stations are typically maintained by a part-time
program elements for an Amtrak Category 2 Medium
custodian, who may or may not be an Amtrak employee.
station as described in Chapter 2 of this report. The
The caretaker will be responsible for cleaning the waiting
space requirements for the year 2045 ridership estimate
area and restrooms and opening and closing the station.
includes a total building area for the station of 2,855
Customers will purchase tickets by using self-service
square feet that incorporates a 1,100 square foot
ticketing machines and/or web-based ticket applications.
passenger waiting area, ticket office, baggage service,
A caretaker station will be adequate for startup levels of
restrooms and storage space. A smaller station with
service at the Suburban Station.
approximately 1,000 square feet could be constructed for
Prototypical floor plans for Medium and Caretaker
the initial startup level of service. As shown on Figure
stations are similar with two functional halves, public
4.09, the station building could be realized as a stand
alone structure or within the larger development building waiting and station support, that are organized around
a central circulation axis. Views from the ticketing
footprint shown in the conceptual design plan.
to customer areas should be maximized. The station
Staffing, ticketing and baggage functions at the Suburban should include an open and inviting waiting area with
Station will be determined by the owner of the passenger high ceilings, an exposed structural system, and a large
rail service in coordination with Amtrak and local
amount of window area allowing views into the space
stakeholders. At many medium stations there is a single
from vehicular drop-offs and views from the waiting area
agent who manages the station operations and handles
to the platform and trains.
ticket sales and baggage services. Smaller stations, that

Station Building and Waiting Area

STATION
STATION PLATFORM
N
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Platform and Canopy

Figure 4.10: Suburban Station -View to East
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The existing railroad has a single mainline track
over Bluebonnet Boulevard with a siding beginning
approximately 900 feet west of the crossing. Additional
study and coordination with the railroad is needed
to determine if it is feasible and desirable to extend
the siding track east of the proposed platform closer
to Bluebonnet Boulevard to allow freight to bypass
passenger trains at the platform.
The conceptual design plan for the Suburban Station has
a single platform along the mainline track that will be
located on the station side of the track. The size of the
platform will be approximately 500-feet long by 12-feet
wide. The platform should be designed to provide safe
and convenient movement of passengers getting on and
off the trains. The specific platform height and horizontal
offset will be determined for the type of equipment
used for passenger trains and any clearances required for
freight train equipment, if applicable. The final platform
dimensions will be determined during subsequent project
phases for the corridor and applied to all the station
platforms for the corridor. Canopies will be distributed
Access, Circulation and Traffic Patterns
along the length of the platform to provide cover for
The Suburban Station will be accessible from Picardy
passengers waiting to board trains.
Avenue via Bluebonnet Boulevard and Essen Lane, see
Parking Requirements Station
Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11, which are connected
to interchanges along I-10. The conceptual plan
A total of 240 parking spaces for the Suburban Station
recommends a new system of connected roadways within
are identified in the design assumptions for year 2045
ridership. The number of spaces can be reduced to about the station area to create complementary development
50 spaces for startup service. These parking spaces will be opportunities and provide station access. The proposed
planned in conjunction with the TOD, which will require new roadways in the station area should include sidewalks
additional spaces to serve development. It is assumed that and on-street bike facilities where feasible to link the
the initial parking needs for the station could be provided station with the BREC Health Loop Trail.
as surface parking near the station. Then, as ridership
The main focal point of the station area and primary
increases, and the station area is developed, parking will
access road to the station is a new road that will intersect
be shared among several users and consolidated into
with Picardy Avenue at Summa Avenue and extend south
parking structures to maximize developable sites.
to the entrance of the station. See Figure 4.12. The new
road (Summa extension) is envisioned as a pedestrian
oriented boulevard with a wide median, sidewalks and
on-street parking.
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The conceptual design plan will accommodate the
proposed re-routing of Picardy Avenue to align with the
Mall of Louisiana Boulevard as envisioned in the Master
Plan for the Baton Rouge Health District. The conceptual
site plan modifies the planned realignment by shifting it
away from the railroad to better accommodate the rail
station and having it connect with the existing Picardy
Avenue at a T-intersection. The station area plan assumes
the existing Picardy Avenue will remain.
As shown on Figure 4.13, The passenger drop off and
pick up lane for the Suburban Station will be at the end
of the new boulevard that is aligned with Summa Avenue.
The lane will accommodate autos, taxis and ride sharing
services and have sidewalks that are connected to the
proposed street network in the station area.
The conceptual design plan incorporates on-street bus
stops next to the station, shown on Figure 4.14. These
could be used by local and regional bus operators and
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Figure 4.11: Suburban Station -View to Southwest
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serve a planned Health District bus circulator that will
make stops through the district.
With the increased trips generated by the rail station and
other future developments in the area, it is likely that
some of the new intersections with Picardy Avenue may
warrant signalization after the rail station is complete.
Capacity improvements such as additional turn lanes and
signal timing optimization will need to be investigated
as traffic volumes increase in and around the Health
District. See Appendix F.
Midway Boulevard, proposed in the Master Plan for the
Baton Rouge Health District, will extend from the new
Dijon Road to Picardy Avenue and ultimately Perkins
Road. This potential future road, although not specifically
part of the station area, will provide an opportunity for a
new railroad crossing that will increase pedestrian, bike,
transit and vehicular accessibility to the Health District
and the station area. This will benefit residents to the
south of the tracks that currently can only access the
Health District from circuitous vehicular routes.

Figure 4.12: Suburban Station -View to South
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Figure 4.13: Stand Alone Suburban Station atVehicular Drop Off - Close UpView

Lighting, Signage and Security
The station will contain adequate lighting fixtures to
properly illuminate parking areas, the platform, access
points and walkways. Station signage will consist of site
identification signage at entrances to the site, directional
signage, warning signs, bus stop signs and other signage
that may be required for a station.
Passenger security and protection of property against
theft and vandalism are important factors in the design
of a station. Potential security measures to be taken at
the Suburban Station include closed-circuit TV cameras,
coordination with local police and the use of best
practices recommended by Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design.

Figure 4.14: Stand Alone Suburban Station atVehicular Drop Off
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4.2.2 Station & Neighborhood TOD
Opportunities
The recommended station site for the Suburban Station
is surrounded by over 26 acres of contiguous vacant
land. This presents an opportunity to create a large infill
development that will provide a compact, mixed-use
and walkable area in the Health District that is near the
passenger rail station and other local transit connections.
In addition, the site will provide space for new medical
offices and space for new residential units that can
increase the number of people living and working in the
Health District at a range of income levels.
The complementary development analysis presents
land use and development concepts for two areas: 1) a
Station TOD concept that incorporates station facilities
and mixed-use buildings, and 2) a Neighborhood TOD
concept that includes properties most “development
ready” within a 5-minute walk of the station site.
For each area, land use and development assumptions
were created based on interviews with local real estate
professionals, prototypical development examples, local
plans and zoning regulations and other market factors.
The following sections summarize the analysis. See
Appendix G for more details.

increases over time, some of the ground floor retail space
will be converted to station uses to accommodate the
eventual need for 2,855 square feet of enclosed space for
station functions. The Station TOD concept could also
accommodate two separate mixed-use buildings separated
by a stand alone station building along the platform.
These TOD buildings are illustrated as two story
structures on the artist rendering, but could be planned
as four story structures as proposed in this section.

STATION TOD CONCEPT FEATURES
• Mixed-use building(s)
• 77 dwelling units
• 21,200 square feet of retail
• 22 retail jobs
• 216 parking spaces
• $25 million development value

Figure 4.15: Suburban Station - Station TOD Concept

Station TOD Concept
Land use and development assumptions were prepared
for the Station TOD concept area. This concept
incorporates planned station facilities as part of a larger
TOD project. See Figure 4.15.
The Station TOD concept assumed a single mixed-use
building will be constructed that includes first floor retail
and station facilities and residential on the upper three
floors. This concept will generate space for 77 dwelling
units and 21,200 square feet of retail. Based on local
regulations, over 200 parking spaces will need to serve
the private development. The development concept will
generate 22 new retail jobs and have an estimated value
of nearly $25 million. As ridership for the rail service
MARCH 2019
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Prototypical Development Examples for Suburban Station Area

Medical Office 3-story

Office 3-story

Mixed-use 3 over 1

Apartments 3-story

Photos: Google Maps streetview
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amenities. Although a maximum of 5-stories is proposed in
the concept, taller structures will not be out of context for
The Neighborhood TOD concept builds upon the Station
the Health District.
TOD concept and presents a land use scenario for how the
In total, the Neighborhood TOD concept includes 16 new
greater station area could develop over time. See Figure
buildings, 424 new dwelling units, 77,000 square feet of
4.16 for proposed land use types. The concept will present
retail, 190,000 square feet of medical office and 223,000
an opportunity to implement a large infill development
square feet of general office. This concept expands the uses
that will bring new live-work-recreate opportunities to the
in the Health District, but also accounts for the strong
Health District.
demand for medical office space. The Neighborhood TOD
The Neighborhood TOD concept assumes the area will
concept will generate nearly 1,150 new jobs (retail and
become a mixed-use district with a variety of retail, medical office) and have an estimated value of $248 million. A
and general offices and residential uses that are built along a development of this magnitude will likely be phased over
new connected grid roadway system with sidewalks and bike time.

Neighborhood TOD Concept

Current parking regulations for the Health District will
require a total of 2,700 parking spaces to serve the private
development. District level parking solutions will be needed
to minimize the footprint of parking on the landscape and
maximize space for development. Modifications to the
parking requirements should be evaluated and opportunities
for shared parking facilities should be encouraged within the
TOD area.

Figure 4.16: Suburban Station - Neighborhood TOD Concept

NEIGHBORHOOD TOD CONCEPT FEATURES
• 16 buildings offering a range of uses
• 424 dwelling units
• 190,000 square feet of medical office

N

• 223,000 square feet of general office
• 77,000 square feet of retail
• 1,150 retail and office jobs
• 2,695 parking spaces
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Recommendations and Observations
• Mix of residential and mixed-use in the spine. This concept
includes mixed-use buildings at the station area and along the
central spine. Residential apartment buildings assume some
commercial space (10%), which will be dedicated to residentserving uses such as leasing office, gym, and child care.
• Mixed income development. The concept does not include any
affordable unit set aside, but this area is a very good candidate
for mixed-income developments to serve the range of
employees and income levels working in the Health District.
• Open Space Corridor. Using the Addison Circle (Dallas, TX)
as a visual example of urban open space, the concept includes
a narrow spine of open space through the central corridor.
Additional public spaces should be identified at key locations in
the station area.
• Prime Office and Medical Office. This site is in a prime
location for high quality office expansion, including medical.
The market has generated a lot of recent activity in the Health
District including new hospital facilities, and lease rates are
strong.
• Parking requirements should be evaluated to avoid “over
parking” the station area and to encourage district-wide parking
strategies instead of individual building parking requirements.
• Connected streets. As part of station area development, a
regular connected grid of streets will be crucial for navigation
and traffic management. Securing street funding has been an
issue in the past, and has hampered potential development.
• Health-focused Improvements. Baton Rouge Area Foundation
(BRAF) will be assisting with health-focused streetscaping that
supports active and healthy lifestyles – walking, biking.
• Aesthetics. Investments in the Health District’s aesthetics –
open space, street trees and vegetation, bike facilities, sidewalks
and trails – will all raise the profile of the Health District.
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4.2.3 Equitable TOD Analysis

Current Conditions

The establishment of new passenger rail service and
enhanced bus service in the Baton Rouge station areas, along
with local planning and development efforts, is intended
to facilitate transit-oriented development (TOD). TOD is
characterized by increased housing density in a community
where residents can conveniently walk to an array of
amenities and reach a broad range of jobs by walking,
biking, or transit. While TOD can provide many benefits
to a community, consideration of equitable TOD (eTOD)
strategies can help deliver those benefits to most of the
current station area residents, rather than passing them by or
displacing them.
The following sections summarize the eTOD analysis for the
Suburban Station. The full analysis is in Appendix H. In
addition, Appendix H includes a peer cities comparison
that examines patterns of development as it relates to public
transportation and related public policies in five U.S. cities
(Durham, NC; Portland, Maine, Sacramento, CA; Santa
Fe, NM; and Savannah, GA). These cities are comparable
to Baton Rouge in that they anchor Amtrak lines linking to
two-mid-sized cities and are largely car dependent cities
that lack extensive rapid transit systems. Appendix H
also includes information about Employer Assisted Housing
Programs.
This section summarizes an eTOD analysis for the
Suburban Station in the Health District to address equitable
development strategies for the station area. Core eTOD
issues for the Suburban Station are: 1) retain and enhance
job and housing opportunities for the resident community
and 2) deliver the benefits of transit connectivity for worker
and patient communities.
The eTOD analysis considers a half-mile study area around
the station and is organized into the following two sections:
current conditions and recommended strategies.

The current conditions section summarizes the existing
worker population characteristics and the existing residential
population characteristics, which are discrete groups in the
Suburban Station area.

SUBURBAN STATION WORKER POPULATION
WITHIN A HALF-MILE OF THE STATION

Worker Population Characteristics

• Less than 1% of jobs held by residents

The Suburban Station is in a major employment center with
4,700 jobs within a half-mile radius and 14,500 jobs within
a one-mile radius of the station. Medical services throughout
the Health District, retail businesses focused in the Mall of
Louisiana, hospitality and service businesses on the district’s
arterial streets, and a major logistics center south of the
KCS tracks support thousands of jobs in the area. However,
less than 1% of the jobs are held by residents. This indicates
a separation between the community of workers and the
community of residents in the Health District.
About 12% of workers in the station area commute via
transit. This will not be a high percentage in cities with
more extensive transit systems, but it is higher than most
Baton Rouge neighborhoods. The large majority of Health
District workers drive to work, creating challenges in traffic
congestion and parking. Transit ridership to and from the
Health District could be larger if a high frequency level of
service was provided.

• Major employment center with 4,700 jobs

• Healthcare, retail and hospitality are
dominate industries
• 12% of workers commute via transit

SUBURBAN STATION RESIDENTIAL
POPULATION WITHIN A HALF-MILE OF THE
STATION
• 52% residents are African-American and
45% are white
• Median household income of $62,249 is
above the median income of $52,487 for the
metro area
• 20% of households have median household
incomes less than $15,000
• 35% of residents have completed high
school, some college, or an associate degree
• 39% of housing units are in large apartment
buildings of 20 or more units
• 20% of housing units are vacant
• Low-income residents to the south of the
tracks are not able to practically access the
station via walking and biking
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Suburban Station - AllTransitTM Performance Scores

Downtown Station - Household Cost Burden Comparison

During peak hours approximately 32,000
workers from the city could reach destinations in
the Suburban Station area within half an hour.
Relative to most of the Baton Rouge area, transit
service for the Health District is robust.This
is illustrated by the CNT “Transit Performance
Index”, which measures the level of transit service
available (in terms of options, frequency, and timeof-day coverage) at the census block group level.
The index is expressed on a 10-point scale, with
10 being the highest level of service.

During peak hours approximately 32,000
workers from the city could reach destinations in
the Suburban Station area within half an hour.
Relative to most of the Baton Rouge area, transit
service for the Health District is robust.This
is illustrated by the CNT “Transit Performance
Index”, which measures the level of transit service
available (in terms of options, frequency, and timeof-day coverage) at the census block group level.
The index is expressed on a 10-point scale, with
10 being the highest level of service.
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Residential Population Characteristics
The residential community of the Suburban Station area is
racially diverse with an ethnic composition that generally
mirrors the city and the parish. Station area residents are
generally prosperous with a median household income above
the metro area. Yet, the area contains substantial pockets of
poverty.
Levels of educational attainment among station area
residents are probably lower than those of the working
community. However, only a third of residents have
completed high school, some college, or an associate degree,
appropriate for paraprofessional or support positions in
medical service.
Many of the housing units in the station area are in large
apartment buildings of 20 or more units. This housing
density can be helpful in providing affordable homes for
lower-income households and is consistent with eTOD.
Currently the station area has a high vacancy rate that should
be explored to understand the reasons.
Currently much of the station area is not practically
accessible by active transportation (walking or biking) for
residents. The station area is effectively cut in two by the
KCS track, isolating the southern half of the area, which
contains most of the area’s low-income households. Heavily
trafficked arterials and the I-10 Expressway place barriers on
the east, west, and north sides of the District.

Increase Accessibility through Active
This section summarizes the recommended eTOD strategies Transportation

Recommended eTOD Strategies

for the Suburban Station. These recommendations are
intended to help increase the number of residents employed
in the station area and increase the number Health District
employees who commute by public transit, especially
employees from lower income communities. By pursuing
these lines of action, the Health District and the station area
will realize several benefits, both from an eTOD standpoint
and in meeting the broader goals of the Health District’s
master plan.

Develop a Regional Workforce Development
Strategy
Create a regionally-focused workforce development
strategy by working with the Baton Rouge area workforce
development organizations and the Baton Rouge Area
Chamber of Commerce to target recruitment and training
for health care paraprofessionals and support staff for the
Health District and to low-income communities closely
connected to the Health District by transit

Increase Transit Access to and in the Health
District
The following strategies are recommended to increase
transit access to and within the Suburban Station area:
• Establish more frequent transit access between the Downtown
and Suburban Stations
• Intensify local bus service between Suburban Station and
nearby low-income communities
• Reduce employees’ federal tax burden for income spent on
transit
• Explore shared mobility options such as car sharing and bike
sharing
• Provide employee education on the scale of benefits from
transportation cost savings
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Increasing accessibility through active transportation is
important to achieving eTOD for the station area. Key
recommendations for the Suburban Station include:
• Prioritize the construction of Midway Boulevard as a complete
street that will cross the KCS tracks per the Health District
master plan to increase access to the area’s lower income
communities.
• Expand the multi-use path (Health Loop) - through the district
and connect it with the new transit station and other district
destinations.
• Provide bicycle lanes and sidewalks on Picardy Avenue north of
the new station.
• Study the creation of safe pedestrian and bicycle crossings of
Essen Lane and Bluebonnet Boulevard

Support and Participate in Affordable
Housing Development and Transit-Accessible
Communities
The development of affordable housing that could serve
Health District workers will complement and reinforce
all other strategies for achieving eTOD in the station area.
Several following strategic actions will optimize the potential
of success and full benefits from the Health District’s
involvement in such development
• Partner with experienced multi-unit, affordable housing
development organizations to ensure high quality in affordable
developments
• Explore options for an employer assisted housing (EAH)
program to ensure that affordable housing development is
successful and serves the best interests of the Health District
(Appendix G includes more information about EAH)
• Explore options for the support of amenities for residential
communities to attract thoughtful residents who have options
in choosing their homes
• Explore employer assisted housing and community
development investments in transit-connected communities
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CHAPTER 5: STATION IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
This chapter describes the implementation plan for
the downtown and suburban passenger rail stations in
Baton Rouge. The chapter includes a phasing strategy,
milestones and key action steps, a preliminary financial
plan and station ownership and governance options.
The purpose of the implementation plan is to establish
a framework that the East Baton Rouge Redevelopment
Authority (RDA) and its local partners can work from to
coordinate station development with the implementation
of the passenger rail service for the Baton Rouge to New
Orleans corridor.

local funds are not available to implement Phase 2
improvements at the time of start-up service.
Phase 2 includes additional station improvements
and mode connections at each station to provide
comprehensive station facilities that are integrated
into Station TOD projects as part of public-private
partnerships. Phase 2 assumes an enclosed station
building with a climate-controlled passenger waiting area,
restrooms and self-serve ticket kiosks will be provided
at each location as part of the Station TODs. Under
Phase 2, additional improvements to local roadways are
implemented and connections to transit services are
expanded.
This section lays out a phasing strategy, as shown in
Phase 3 for each station will maximize the station
Figure 5.01 and Figure 5.02, for the Downtown and
facilities and passenger waiting areas to serve expanding
Suburban Stations to demonstrate how the stations and
passenger service and ridership levels and provide
multimodal connections will be expanded overtime as
additional station area improvements to facilitate the
funding becomes available and ridership increases on
Neighborhood TOD vision discussed in Chapter 4. The
the Baton Rouge-New Orleans corridor service. The
station facilities in Phase 3 are sized to accommodate
phasing strategy also demonstrates how the station will be on-site Amtrak staffing needs for ticketing and baggage
integrated into a catalytic Station TOD project and larger service. However, the need for these services should
Neighborhood TOD plan as described in Chapter 4. The
be evaluated in coordination with the owner of the
phasing strategy assumes the stations and the TOD plans
passenger rail service as these services can significantly
will be implemented over a 20-year timeframe between
increase costs for the corridor service and are not
2025 and 2045.
typically required for relatively short intercity passenger
Phase 1 represents the minimal amount of station facility rail corridors such as the proposed Baton Rouge-New
improvements that will be required for start-up passenger Orleans service. However, other factors and the needs
of the corridor service should be considered during this
rail service at each station location. Phase 1 includes the
phase to assess the necessity for these services.
construction of a platform, station access, drop off/pick
up lanes and parking facilities. This phase does not include The phasing plans for each station will be influenced
an enclosed station building or enhanced multimodal
by several factors including the availability of funding
connections. Phase 1 should only be pursued if sufficient sources and the ability of the Baton Rouge-New Orleans

5.1 PHASING STRATEGY

rail service to obtain state and federal commitments and
funding approvals. Also, local market demand will play a
key role in phasing. The current phasing strategy assumes
station facilities and private development will occur
incrementally and simultaneously over time. However,
early demand for private development at the stations
could expedite some of the transportation and site
improvements needed for the stations and the build out
of TOD.
One of the main benefits to the conceptual design plans
for the stations is that they are designed to be flexible
and integrated into larger mixed-use districts. This will
allow private development to precede rail service if
an executed public-private partnership agreement has
provisions in place to reserve station-related space in
anticipation of corridor service.
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Figure 5.01: Station Phasing Strategy

DOWNTOWN STATION PHASING STRATEGY
PHASE 1: START UP STATION FACILITIES (2025)

PHASE 2: EXPANDED STATION FACILITIES AND
STATION TOD (2035)

• Construct new track off mainline, platform
and canopy

• Provide station with an enclosed, climate-

• Construct vehicular access/drop off lanes
for passengers, taxis, ride-hail services, and
station wayfinding signage along 14th Street
or as part of Phase 1 parking
• Utilize existing parking under North
Boulevard viaduct and additional surface/
street parking spaces (130 spaces)

controlled passenger waiting area,
restrooms and self-service ticket kiosks on
first floor of TOD building and/or standalone
facility (2,000 SF interior station space)

• Construct Station TOD building(s) with

public-private partnership

• Construct dedicated vehicular drop off and

pick up lanes for passengers, taxis, ride-hail
services and expand wayfinding signage.

PHASE 3: BUILD-OUT STATION FACILITIES AND
NEIGHBORHOOD TOD (2045)
• Expand the enclosed passenger waiting area

and evaluate need for on-site ticketing and
baggage services (4,300 SF interior space)

• Facilitate private development in greater

station area

• Improve adjacent roadways and sidewalks
• Provide bike connections to Downtown

Greenway System via planned Louisiana
Connector

• Construct pedestrian walkways from parking
• Transition surface parking to structured
and drop off areas to platform
• Expand parking facilities to north of North
parking to serve station and private
Boulevard to provide a total of 260 spaces for
development (390 total spaces required for
• Repave/minor improvements to 14th Street
station purposes
station)
• Provide separate bus transit lanes/stops
• Expand pedestrian walkways to connect
• Provide pedestrian access across tracks just
parking, vehicular and transit access,
south of North Boulevard
platform and station waiting area
• Reconstruct 14th Street into complete

• Provide public space amenities on east side

of tracks
street with sidewalks and pedestrian
amenities (landscaping, street lights, colored
• Expand transit service (enhanced bus, or
pavement, etc.)
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)) to provide last-mile
connectivity to central business district, BR
• Provide signature intersection treatment at
airport and other key destinations in Baton
North Boulevard/12th Street and upgrade
Rouge
Government Street/14th Street intersection
to accommodate increasing traffic.
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PHASE 1

PHASE 2

1 Station platform/

1 TOD buildings
2 Vehicular drop off
3 Phase 2 parking -

canopies

8

2 Phase 1 parking
3 Bus drop off
4 Parking under

3

north lot

4 Walk canopies
5 14th Street

viaduct

5 Repave/minor

reconstruction

improvements to
14th Street

4

4

3

6 Phase 2 parking -

south lot (if needed)

7 Intersection

improvements
at Government
Street/14th Street

2
9
2

1
1

PHASE 3
8 Convert surface

parking to
structured parking

9 Expand waiting
area

5

5
NOTE:
Intersection improvements
at North Boulevard and 12th
Street are not shown (beyond
limits of map)

N
NOT TO SCALE

6

N
NOT TO SCALE

7
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Figure 5.02: Station Phasing Strategy

SUBURBAN STATION PHASING STRATEGY
PHASE 1: START UP STATION FACILITIES (2025)
• Construct platform and canopy
• Construct vehicular access/drop off lanes

for passengers, taxis, ride-hail services and
station signage

• Provide surface parking spaces (50 spaces)
• Construct pedestrian walkways from parking

and drop off areas to platform

• Construct access road between Picardy

Avenue and station (Summa Avenue
extension)

• Construct bus transit lanes/drop off area

PHASE 2: EXPANDED STATION FACILITIES AND
STATION TOD (2035)
• Provide station with an enclosed, climate-

controlled passenger waiting area,
restrooms and self-service ticket kiosks on
first floor of TOD building and/or standalone
facility (1,000 SF interior space)

• Construct Station TOD building(s) with

public-private partnership

• Provide vehicular drop off and pick up lanes

for passengers, taxis, ride-hail services and
expand wayfinding signage.

• Provide on-street bus lanes/stops for local

transit and proposed Health District shuttle
service

• Expand parking facilities to provide a total of

124 spaces for station purposes

• Provide pedestrian walkways to connect

parking, vehicular and transit access,
platform and station waiting area

PHASE 3: BUILD-OUT STATION FACILITIES AND
NEIGHBORHOOD TOD (2045)
• Expand the enclosed passenger waiting area

and evaluate need for on-site ticketing and
baggage services (2,855 SF interior space)

• Facilitate private development in greater

station area

• Expand Summa Avenue extension into

boulevard with wide median that can
accommodate public gathering space

• Construct roadway between Picardy Avenue

and Bluebonnet Boulevard with bus stops

• Construct the planned Midway Boulevard

with vehicular and pedestrian connections
over railroad tracks

• Transition surface parking to structured

parking to serve station and private
development (240 total spaces required for
station purposes)

• Provide public space amenities
• Provide bike connections to Health Loop

Trail

• Expand local transit connections
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PHASE 1

PHASE 2

1 Platform & canopies
2 Station access drive

6 Parking

3 Vehicular drop off
4 Bus drop off

8 TOD buildings

(Summa extended)

5 Parking

7 Station building

(stand alone option)

PHASE 3
9 New Road
10 Modifications

to access drive
(Summa extended)

2

11 Convert surface

parking to structured
parking location TBD

10

5

6

4
9

11

8

3

8

1
7

N
NOT TO SCALE
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5.2 MILESTONES, ACTION ITEMS
& SCHEDULE
This master plan lays out a bold vision for the Baton
Rouge stations that includes a variety of public
transportation elements and private development
components. As a result, implementation of the two
Baton Rouge stations and their associated TOD will be a
complex endeavor that will require a lead local agency,
such as the RDA, that is supported by strong local
partners.
The lead agency must have experience with complex
projects and be able to usher the political, financial and
organizational resources that are needed to accomplish
a dynamic and multifaceted project. It is recommended

that the lead agency create a steering committee that will
meet regularly to discuss plan implementation progress.
The committee should assist the lead agency with key
decisions at project milestones, help identify funding
sources, coordinate with the implementation agency for
the corridor service and update the implementation plan
as additional information and resources become available.
The steering committee should include representation
from the RDA, City-Parish, Louisiana DOTD, CATS,
Health District and other key stakeholders that will
have oversight over certain aspects of the station and its
associated facilities. Public and stakeholder input should
also be an integral part of the ongoing planning and
design efforts for the stations.
Table 5.01 summarizes the project development
milestones for the two Baton Rouge stations through

construction. It also identifies key action steps that must
be implemented by the responsible agency for each
milestone. The action steps are integrated with the typical
milestones for corridor service implementation and are
geared to carrying out Phase 2 station level improvements
discussed in Section 5.1.
The schedule, shown on Figure 5.03, shows a timeline
for the station project development milestones through
construction. Although no timeline for the corridor
service has been established, the schedule incorporates
typical corridor service milestones and timeframes to
demonstrate critical coordination elements between
the agencies responsible for the corridor service and
the agencies responsible for implementing the station
components. The schedule should be updated once a
definitive corridor service schedule is known.

Table 5.01: Implementation Milestones & Action Steps for Downtown & Suburban Stations
PROJECT DEVELOPMENT MILESTONE

ANTICIPATED
RESPONSIBLE AGENCY

Prepare conceptual planning and design concepts
(WE ARE HERE)

RDA

Identify recommended station sites, develop conceptual design plans and prepare initial implementation
and funding plan.

Develop local agreements

RDA

Develop agreements between RDA, City-Parish, CATS, BREC and Louisiana DOTD to establish roles
and responsibilities for stations, transit services, bike and pedestrian connections, TOD and rail service.

Conduct studies to identify TOD plan and policy changes
and local transportation improvements

City-Parish

Identify local funding match

RDA

Submit federal grant application in coordination with
corridor service

BRAF/LouisianaDOTD
(corridor)
RDA (Stations

Conduct environmental analysis and NEPA documentation
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KEY ACTION STEPS

Conduct studies to identify local policy and regulatory changes to facilitate TOD. This may include
updating neighborhood plans, amending the comprehensive plan, developing affordable housing
strategies, and identifying changes to zoning and parking regulations. Prepare a plan for local roadway
improvements, sidewalks, streetscaping and bike connections. Evaluate the feasibility of an Economic
Development District to support station area improvements.
Work with local partners and steering committee to identify local match funds for federal grants. Most
federal applications require a minimum of 20 percent local funds that are committed at the time of
application. Federal applications with at least a 50 percent committed local match are more competitive.
Work with BRAF/Louisiana DOTD to include stations in Consolidated Rail Infrastructure and Safety
Improvements (CRISI) Program grant application in coordination with corridor service in 2019. Local
cost share requirement for station components should be approved at time of application.

environmental study of stations in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act
Louisiana DOTD (corridor) Conduct
(NEPA) as part of the environmental analysis for the corridor service. This action assumes a federal grant
RDA (stations)
award for the corridor service. It is assumed NEPA will be completed concurrently with preliminary
engineering.
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Table 5.01 Continued
PROJECT DEVELOPMENT MILESTONE
Conduct preliminary engineering studies

Secure additional funding sources for station area
improvements and transit expansion to station

Implement TOD plan and policy changes and local
transportation improvements

ANTICIPATED
RESPONSIBLE AGENCY

KEY ACTION STEPS

Develop preliminary plans for rail station improvements in coordination with preliminary plans and
Louisiana DOTD (corridor) design criteria developed for corridor service. Louisiana DOTD will be responsible for track and
RDA (stations)
platform design at stations and RDA will be responsible for station building and local transportation
access for the station.
CATS
City-Parish
RDA

Secure additional funding resources that are required for station implementation, local transportation
connections and transit expansion. Potential federal sources may include the BUILD grant program and
FTA discretionary and formula grants for transit stations. A partnership with CATS will be required to
access FTA funding programs.

City-Parish

Obtain approvals for local policy and regulatory changes to facilitate TOD including neighborhood plans,
amending the comprehensive plan, developing affordable housing strategies, and changes to zoning and
parking regulations. Advance approvals to fund local roadway improvements, sidewalks, streetscaping
and bike connections. Advance approvals for Economic Development District to support station area
improvements if determined to be feasible.

Identify development partner and prepare development
agreement for Station TOD

RDA

Develop RFP and solicit proposals for development partner to form a public-private partnership
agreement to implement Station TOD project. The agreement should identify who is responsible for
property acquisition, design and construction of station facilities and TOD elements; and ongoing
operations and maintenance.

Secure land for station facilities and Station TOD

RDA/Development
Partner

Acquire land and/or obtain long-term lease agreement for station TOD footprint. Consider using the
development partner for property negotiations if feasible.

Prepare final design plans
Construct Station TOD components
Construct corridor infrastructure and station platform and
track

The schedule assumes the Baton Rouge stations will be
part of a potential Consolidated Rail Infrastructure and
Safety Improvements (CRISI) Program grant submission
in 2019. This will require the lead agency for the stations
to coordinate closely with its local partners and those
responsible for corridor implementation over the next
six months to develop a project scope for the grant
proposal and identify requirements for local match

final plans for rail station improvements in coordination with final plans and design criteria for
Louisiana DOTD (corridor) Develop
corridor
service. Louisiana DOTD will be responsible for track and platform design at stations and RDA
RDA (stations)
will be responsible for station building/waiting area and local transportation access to station.
the Station TOD construction is not likely to take as long as the rail corridor infrastructure
RDA/Development partner Since
improvements, the construction of the Station TOD buildings could be advanced.
Louisiana DOTD (corridor)
RDA/Development
partner (stations)

Construct all the necessary infrastructure elements to enable operation of a passenger rail station and
construction of TOD buildings. Louisiana DOTD will be responsible for construction of track and
platforms at the stations. RDA and development partner will be responsible for station building/waiting
area and local transportation access to station and TOD.

funds. Assuming funding for the corridor and stations
is secured in 2019, the stations could be ready to open
in conjunction with the corridor service in 2025.
Since the construction of the Station TOD components
are not likely to take as long as the corridor service
improvements, the private development components
associated with the Station TOD could be on an expedited
schedule.
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Figure 5.03: Station Implementation Schedule
2018
ACTION ITEMS

MONTHS

Prepare conceptual planning and
design concepts (WE ARE HERE)

12

Develop local agreements

12

Conduct studies to identify station
Neighborhood TOD plan and policy
changes and local transportation
improvements

18

Identify local funding match

9

Submit federal grant application in
coordination with corridor service
Conduct environmental analysis
and NEPA documentation
Conduct preliminary engineering
studies for station and corridor
Secure additional funding sources
for stations
Implement station Neighborhood
TOD plan and policy changes and
local transportation improvements
Identify development partner and
prepare development agreement
for Station TOD
Secure land for station facilities and
Station TOD
Prepare final design plans for
station and corridor
Construct Station TOD
components
Construct corridor infrastructure
and station platform and track

6
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5.3 FUNDING PLAN
The section identifies potential funding sources for the
stations and estimates preliminary capital and operating
costs for the construction and operation of passenger rail
stations in Baton Rouge. This section focuses on costs
associated with station facilities and does not address
costs related to private development.

Table 5.02: Potential Station Funding Sources
TYPE

Federal

State

Local

FUNDING PROGRAM/SOURCE

ADMINISTRATOR

ELIGIBLE COSTS

CONSIDERATIONS

Better Utilizing Investments to Leverage
Development (BUILD) Transportation
Discretionary Grants

US DOT

Capital

Flexible funding source that could provide up to 80 percent of needed funds; highly
competitive program

Consolidated Rail Infrastructure and Safety
Improvements (CRISI) Program

FRA

Capital

Funding source specifically for passenger and freight rail modes; begin to prepare now
for potential joint application with corridor service in 2019

Bus and Bus Related Equipment and Facilities
Program (Section 5339)

FTA

Capital

Funding source is only applicable if the stations include an integrated bus component
in partnership with CATS

Urbanized Area Formula Program (Section 5307)

FTA

Capital

Funding source is only applicable if the stations include an integrated bus component
in partnership with CATS

Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ)
Improvement Program

Louisiana DOTD

Capital; operations
(startup only)

Administered by Louisiana DOTD; best pursued if station is an intermodal center
and upgrades to the facility are projected to produce increased ridership and a
corresponding reduction in automobile travel

Community Development Block Grant (CDBG)

City-Parish

Capital

Funds administered by City-Parish; potential source if station is part of a larger mixeduse development designed to revitalize an economically distressed neighborhood

State legislative appropriation for corridor service
and stations

Louisiana DOTD

Capital

Requires approval by Louisiana State Legislature; could include grants to station
communities to provide some basic station elements such as platforms

Economic Development District (EDD)

City-Parish

Capital; operations

Conduct feasibility study to determine revenue projections and potential impacts and
benefits to area; can be used as local match for federal grant programs

Public-Private Partnerships

RDA

Capital; operations

Can be used to leverage the value created in surrounding real estate by high quality
passenger rail and transit systems; requires strong development partner

Station Parking Fees

RDA

Operations

Dedicated station parking facilities may be able to generate revenue to offset some
station operations and maintenance costs
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5.3.1 Funding Sources
This section describes potential federal, state and local
funding sources that could be used to implement the
Downtown and Suburban Stations. A summary of the
funding sources is provided in Table 5.02.

•

Federal Funding Sources

•

The following sections describe the most commonly used
federal funding programs for rail and transit stations.

•

USDOT – Build Grant
The U.S. Department of Transportation administers the
Better Utilizing Investments to Leverage Development
(BUILD) Transportation Discretionary Grants, formerly
known as TIGER. BUILD grants are for capital
investments in surface transportation (roads, rail, transit,
ports, intermodal facilities), which are awarded annually
on a competitive basis. These grants provide the most
flexibility since a range of transportation projects for
several modes are eligible including capital costs for
multimodal passenger rail stations.
The amount of funding for BUILD grants fluctuates since
it is appropriated by Congress annually. In fiscal year
2018, Congress appropriated $1.5 billion for the grant
program with a maximum award of $25 million for all
projects. The minimum award for urban projects is $5
million. This means the total project cost must be at least
$6.25 million to meet match requirements.

Capital Area Multimodal Gateway, MI
Source: http://www.wkar.org/post/new-cata-multimodal-station-begins-intercity-bus-service#stream/0
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cost share for the program is 80 percent. However, FRA
stresses that applications with a federal cost share of 50
percent or less are more competitive and will be given
selection preference. FRA also encourages applicants to
Exhibit strong project readiness to show funds can be obligated include other state, local, public or private entities as
funding partners to increase the competitiveness of the
within the statutory timeframe.
grant application. A positive benefit-cost ratio is required
Identify strong funding partnerships with other government
similar to BUILD grants.
agencies and/or private entities.
The implementation plan assumes the RDA and its local
Provide a 50 percent non-federal match with committed
partners will apply for CRISI funds in 2019, as part of
(approved) funds. (A minimum of 20 percent is required
the application for the corridor service. Several actions
by law, but applications with higher percentages are more
are required to prepare for this application submittal, as
competitive).
described in Section 5.2.
Demonstrate a positive benefit-cost-ratio.

BUILD grants are very competitive, and the application
must address all the requirements of the Notice of
Funding Opportunity including the evaluation criteria. To
increase the chance of an award, the application should:

•

• Show community revitalization efforts, economic development
and job growth opportunities

Given the competitive nature of these grants and the need
for local resources and partnerships, the RDA should
begin to prepare for a BUILD grant well in advance of
the application deadline.

FTA – Bus and Bus Related Equipment and
Facilities Program

FTA’s Section 5339 Bus and Bus Facilities program
could be a funding option if the rail stations include an
integrated bus component in partnership with CATS.
Eligible applicants include recipients that allocate funds
to fixed route bus operators, and to states, and local
FRA – CRISI Grant
governmental authorities that operate fixed route bus
The Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) administers
service.
the Consolidated Rail Infrastructure and Safety
This program uses a competitive allocation process for
Improvements (CRISI) Program. It is a new discretionary
states and transit agencies to replace, rehabilitate and
funding source that authorized $65.2 million in fiscal
purchase buses and to construct bus-related facilities
year 2017 and $318.4 million in fiscal year 2018. The
including maintenance facilities and transportation
purpose of this program is to support infrastructure for
centers. Section 5339 funds are for capital projects only
intercity passenger and freight rail to improve railroad
and are intended for major improvements to bus transit
safety, enhance multimodal connections and lead new or
systems that will not be achievable through formula
substantially improved intercity passenger rail corridors.
allocations.
Passenger rail stations are eligible for CRISI grants.
A total of $264 million was awarded to 139 projects
CRISI applicants must identify one of the following four
during fiscal year 2017. Individual funding awards ranged
tracks for the eligible project: Track 1—Planning; Track
from $32,000 to $6 million. The federal share of eligible
2—PE/NEPA; Track 3—FD/Construction; or Track 4—
capital costs is 80 percent.
Safety Programs and Institutes. CRISI is one of the few
federal grant programs that provides funding for planning
and PE/NEPA project phases.
The program does not have predetermined minimum or
maximum dollar thresholds for awards. The federal share
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FTA – Section 5307 Urbanized Area Formula
Program

According to Louisiana DOTD’s website, as of 2017, no
new applications are being accepted for this program

A portion of costs may be eligible for funding under
the Section 5307 Urbanized Area Formula Program if
the rail stations include an integrated bus component
in partnership with CATS. This program makes federal
resources to designated recipients, such as CATS, for a
wide variety of planning, design and construction projects
including construction of passenger facilities. Funding
is apportioned on the basis of legislative formulas. The
federal share is not to exceed 80 percent of the net
project cost for capital expenditures.

Community Development Block Grants

Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality
(CMAQ) Improvement Program
The FAST Act provides CMAQ funding to states in non
attainment or maintenance for ozone, carbon monoxide,
and/or particulate matter. CMAQ funds may be used
to establish new or expanded transportation projects
or programs that reduce emissions, including capital
investments in transportation infrastructure, congestion
relief efforts and diesel engine retrofits. Other CMAQ
projects include operating assistance for new transit
services, travel demand management (TDM) strategies,
traffic flow improvement programs that reduce emissions
and bicycle/pedestrian facilities and programs. Grants
through CMAQ are best pursued by communities where
the station is an intermodal center and upgrades to the
facility are projected to produce increased ridership and a
corresponding reduction in automobile travel. The FAST
Act provides from $2.3 billion to almost $2.5 billion in
CMAQ funding for each year of the authorization - 2016
through 2020.
Although this is a federal program, it is administered by
the Louisiana DOTD who is responsible for the selection
process. The program typically funds capital projects,
but it can also be used for startup operational costs for
intermodal facilities up to three years. Since this is a
federally funded program, it will not count towards the
local match requirements for federal grant programs.

U.S. Housing and Urban Development (HUD) allocates
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) funds to
states, which then redistribute funds to local governments
such as Baton Rouge. The purpose of the CDBG program
is to ensure decent affordable housing, to provide services
to the most vulnerable people and to create jobs through
the expansion and retention of businesses. CDBG funds
may be used for activities such as the acquisition of real
property, rehabilitation of non-residential structures and
the construction of public facilities and improvements.
Depending on availability, CDBG funds could potentially
be used for a passenger rail station which is part of a
larger mixed-use development designed to revitalize
an economically distressed neighborhood such as the
Downtown Station in Mid City. The City-Parish Office
of Community Development administers CDBG funds in
Baton Rouge.

State Funding Sources
A potential source of state funds could be through a
special state appropriation for the corridor service. This
will require approval by the Louisiana State Legislature.
The corridor-wide cost estimate completed for the Baton
Rouge-New Orleans Strategic Business Plan (2014)
assumed $1.5 million will be provided for each station
along the route to assist with the construction of a basic
station facility including a platform, shelter and parking.
Additional enhancements, such as the construction of a
signature terminal station in Baton Rouge, will require
additional funds in each locality.
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Local Funding Sources
This section reviews potential local funding sources that
could be used for the implementation of the two stations
in Baton Rouge.

Economic Development District
Economic Development Districts (EDD), which are
enabled by Louisiana State Statues (33:9038:31 and
33:9038.32), allow municipalities to capture incremental
and supplemental property and sales tax revenues within
a defined boundary. An EDD will require approval from
the City-Parish Metropolitan Council. A property owner
referendum may also be required.
Within an EDD, up to four different revenue streams are
enabled by state law as shown in Table 5.03. State law
allows the use of one or all these streams to generate
revenues for an EDD.
EDDs can be used as a local funding source to help pay
for station-related infrastructure and to help fund a local
match for federal funding applications. It can also be used
to support the Station and Neighborhood TOD concepts
by providing funding for roadway improvements,
multimodal transportation connections, streetscaping and
other enhancements that will improve the station area
and help attract additional private investment. If one of
the supplemental revenue streams is used, it can be used
to support annual operations and maintenance costs for
the stations.
A feasibility study for an EDD will need to be prepared
by the City-Parish to determine potential revenue
streams and their potential impacts and benefits to
existing and future residents in the district.
The use of the incremental property and/or sales tax
revenue streams may have the least impact on property
owners and taxing jurisdictions since it directs only
new tax revenues above a baseline year from future
development to the EDD. It does not change current
property mil rates and/or sales tax rates in the district.
However, the incremental revenue streams are less
MARCH 2019

certain since they depend on future development
occurring in the district. Also, since property taxes are
relatively low in Baton Rouge, the revenues generated by
incremental property tax may not be sufficient to support
required improvements.
The use of supplemental property and/or sales tax
revenue streams in an EDD are more certain since they
levy new taxes on existing property and sales tax bases
and are not dependent solely on revenues from future
development. Also, supplemental revenues can be used to
support annual operating and maintenance expenditures
for the stations. Supplemental taxes may, however,
increase property taxes for existing owners and could
discourage some people from shopping in the district due
to higher sales tax rates. These potential impacts may be
offset by the benefits the EDD could bring to the area
and will need to be closely evaluated to determine what’s
best for residents and businesses in the district.

Public-Private Partnerships
A public-private partnership can be used to leverage the
value created in surrounding real estate by high quality
passenger rail and transit systems. The lead agency for
station implementation can capitalize on this increased
value by partnering to develop the land near the stations.
In doing so, the lead agency can create revenue streams
to support transit and rail improvements and facilitate the
Station TOD plan. Table 5.04 summarizes three common
types of public-private partnerships. All scenarios will
require the solicitation of a development partner through
a competitive RFP process.

Station Parking Fees
The Downtown Station is programmed to have 390
station spaces and the Suburban Station is programmed
to have 240 station parking spaces by 2045. If fees
are collected from station parking facilities, the
revenues could be used to offset station operations
and maintenance costs. The fees could come directly
to the owner of the station or they could be collected
by a private development partner in exchange for
management of the parking and other grounds at the
station site. This may be cost effective since the Station
TOD will likely require additional parking for the private
development.
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Table 5.03: EDD Revenue Streams
TYPE

DESCRIPTION

ELIGIBLE EXPENSES

Incremental property tax

Captures incremental property tax above baseline year in
district

Incremental sales tax

Captures incremental sales tax above baseline year in district Capital

Supplemental property tax

Levies up to an additional 5 mils on all taxable property in
district

Capital and operating

Supplemental sales tax

Levies up to 2 percent additional sales tax on eligible
purchases in district

Capital and operating

Capital

Table 4: Public-Private Partnership Scenarios
TYPE

DESCRIPTION

CONSIDERATIONS

Fee-Simple Sale and Lease
Back Scenario

• Lead agency acquires land and sells it to
developer
• Lead agency enters into a long-term lease
agreement with developer for station facilities
and utilizes proceeds of the sales to offset lease
cost

Under this option the developer will be
responsible for ongoing site maintenance in return
for a negotiated lease price. This scenario reduces
the number of contracts that the lead station
agency will be required to oversee including
grounds maintenance and daily cleaning services.
This option will give the lead agency the least
control over the Station TOD, but it places nearly
all the risk on the developer.

Land Lease Scenario

• Lead agency acquires land and maintains
ownership
• Lead agency leases land to developer for either
upfront payment or a steady stream of longterm income, or some combination of the two.

This option will spread the risk between the
lead agency and the developer. It also provides
opportunities for both entities to generate ongoing
revenue streams. This option is familiar to the
RDA since it is similar to the Electric Depot
development partnership

Joint Development Scenario • Lead agency acquires land and uses it as an
equity stake in partnership with developer.
• Lead agency will participate in project net
cash flows in proportion to their share of equity
contribution.
• Cash flows will pay for station facilities and
ongoing station operations and maintenance

This option gives the lead agency the greatest
control of the development and has the highest
potential rate of return. However, this option
also comes with the highest risk associated
with fluctuations in the real estate market. It is
important that the selected development partner
has sufficient financial resources and demonstrated
development capabilities to minimize risk.
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5.3.2 Cost Estimates
Capital Costs
The section identifies capital costs for the Downtown
Station and Suburban Station for the three phases
identified in Section 5.1, as shown in Table 5.05 and
Table 5.06. The Build-Out capital cost estimate is $29
million for the Downtown Station and $23 million for
the Suburban Station. The cost estimates include costs
for the platform, station building, parking facilities,
transportation access and other site development
elements required for the stations. The tables show the
cost to build the phase including the costs that may have
already been incurred in a prior phase. Cost savings will
be possible if initial construction begins with Phase 2.
Cost estimates are based on conceptual plans. The costs
will be updated during the subsequent preliminary
engineering/NEPA project phase when more details
are identified and design criteria for the corridor are
established. The cost estimates do not include costs for
private development.

Baton Rouge Rail Station Master Plan
Estimated
CostCapital
for Facilities
Table
5.05:Capital
Estimated
Cost – Downtown Station
Downtown Station

Professional
Services

Property
Acquisition

Construction

Total Cost for
Phase

Phase 1 Estimate

$1,101,000

$513,000

$4,074,000

$5,688,000

Phase 2 Estimate (includes Phase 1)

$2,775,000

$1,440,000

$10,120,000

$14,335,000

$5,611,000

$1,440,000

$21,937,000

$28,988,000

Baton Rouge Rail Station Master Plan
Estimated
Capital
Cost
for1Facilities
Phase
3 Estimate
(includes
Phase
and 2)

Notes
Professional
Property
Total Cost for
Downtown Station
Construction
1. All costs are 2018 dollars.
Services
Acquisition
Phase
2. Cost estimates do not include railroad track and signal work.
Professional
Property
Total Cost for
3. Cost estimates do notSuburban
include facilities
required for train maintenance and cleaning.
Station
Construction
Services
Acquisition
Phase
1 Estimate
$1,101,000
$513,000
$5,688,000
4.Phase
Cost estimates
do not include Transit Oriented Development (TOD) construction
costs for buildings, Downtown
Station center canopy,$4,074,000
parking and related infrastructure.
5. Cost estimate should be considered conceptual and is subject to change. A 30% contingency was applied.

1 Estimate (includes Phase 1)
Phase 2

$1,489,000
$2,775,000

$1,636,000
$1,440,000

$4,567,000
$10,120,000

$7,692,000
$14,335,000

2 Estimate (includes Phase 1
1)and 2)
Phase 3

$1,902,000
$5,611,000

$2,104,000
$1,440,000

$5,820,000
$21,937,000

$9,826,000
$28,988,000

$2,104,000

$16,385,000

$22,926,000

Phase 35.06:
Estimate
(includes Phase
1 and Cost
2)
$4,437,000
– Suburban
Station
Table
Estimated
Capital
Suburban Station

Professional
Services

Property
Acquisition

Construction

Notes:
1.
All costs
are 2018 dollars.
Phase
1 Estimate
$1,489,000
$1,636,000
$4,567,000
2. Cost estimates do not include railroad track and signal work.
3.
Cost2estimate
not include
facilities required for train
maintenance and
cleaning
Phase
Estimatedoes
(includes
Phase 1)
$1,902,000
$2,104,000
$5,820,000
4. Cost estimate does not include Transit Oriented Development (TOD) construction costs for buildings,
Downtown
Station
centerPhase
canopy/Suburban
Station drop‐off
canopy, parking
and related infrastructure
Phase
3 Estimate
(includes
1 and 2)
$4,437,000
$2,104,000
$16,385,000
5. Cost estimate should be considered conceptual and is subject to change. A 30% contingency was applied.

Total Cost for
Phase
$7,692,000
$9,826,000
$22,926,000

Notes
1. All costs are 2018 dollars.
2.Notes:
Cost estimates do not include railroad track and signal work.
3. Cost estimates do not include facilities required for train maintenance and cleaning.
All estimates
costs are
2018
dollars.
4.1.Cost
do not
include
Transit Oriented Development (TOD) construction costs for buildings, Downtown Station center canopy, parking and related infrastructure.
Cost
estimates
not include
railroad
trackto and
signal
5.2.Cost
estimate
should bedo
considered
conceptual
and is subject
change.
A 30%work.
contingency was applied.

3. Cost estimate does not include facilities required for train maintenance and cleaning
4. Cost estimate does not include Transit Oriented Development (TOD) construction costs for buildings,
Downtown Station center canopy/Suburban Station drop‐off canopy, parking and related infrastructure
5. Cost estimate should be considered conceptual and is subject to change. A 30% contingency was applied.
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Operating Costs
The section identifies annual operating and maintenance
(O&M) costs for the Downtown Station and Suburban
Station for the three phases identified in Section 5.1, as
shown in Table 5.07. The Build-Out O&M cost estimate
is $118,200 for the Downtown Station and $95,000 for
the Suburban Station. The cost estimates include annual
operating and maintenance costs for janitorial/cleaning
services, landscaping/grounds maintenance and utilities.
Amtrak staffing costs for ticketing and baggage services
are not assumed in the operations and maintenance cost
estimate because it is assumed that these costs will be
paid for by the owner of the corridor service and will
not be a local cost. Also, any operations and maintenance
costs associated with the trains will be provided by the
corridor service and is not included in this estimate.

The annual operating and maintenance costs for the
stations will likely be influenced by the structure of the
public-private partnership agreement between the lead
agency and the TOD development partner. Since the
stations are envisioned to be part of a larger TOD project,
some of the annual maintenance costs, such as grounds
maintenance, may be assumed by the property manager.
Potential revenue sources for annual operating and
maintenance costs may be generated by station parking
fees; rent revenues from a public-private development
partnership; and supplemental sales tax and/or property
tax from an Economic Development District. Operations
and maintenance cost could also be shared with CATS if
the rail station includes an integrated transit component
with CATS as a partner.

Table 5.07: Annual Operations & Maintenance Cost Estimates for Conceptual Design Plans
Phase
Categories
Janitorial/Cleaning
Landscaping/Grounds Maintenance
Electricity
Water/Sewer
Total
20% contingency
Grand Total

Phase 1
Downtown
$
‐
$
29,400
$
1,000
$
400
$
30,800
$
6,200
$
36,900

Suburban
$
‐
$
24,000
$
800
$
300
$
25,100
$
5,100
$
30,100

Phase 2
Downtown
$
36,500
$
34,200
$
4,000
$
3,500
$
78,200
$
15,700
$
93,800

Suburban
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

27,400
28,800
2,600
2,700
61,400
12,300
73,600

Phase 3
Downtown
$
45,700
$
40,500
$
7,400
$
5,000
$
98,500
$
19,700
$
118,200

Suburban
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

36,500
33,600
5,400
3,800
79,200
15,900
95,000

Notes
1. Annual station operating and maintenance costs estimated for utilities, janitorial/cleaning services, landscaping/grounds maintenance only
2. Costs associated with Amtrak staffing are not included; it is assumed these costs would be paid for by service owner and are not a local responsibility
3. Costs associated with train maintenance and cleaning are not included; it is assumed these costs would be paid for by service owner and are not a local responsibility
4. These costs are for station specific facilities and do not account for potential cost savings that may be realized from a public-private partnership agreement between the lead station agency and a TOD development partner
5. These cost estimates are based on the conceptual designs prepared for the stations and will be refined as more detailed station designs and plans are prepared during future project phases
6. A 20% contingency was included to account for the preliminary nature of station design plans
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5.4 STATION OWNERSHIP &
GOVERNANCE
To prepare for station operations, the lead station agency
should begin to consider options for the long-term
ownership and governance of the station. Typically,
stations for state-sponsored passenger rail service are
owned by a local government entity and/or non-profit
group. Some stations are also owned by transit agencies,
state departments of transportation, and sometimes
freight railroads. Amtrak typically does not own stations
except on certain long-distance routes. Table 5.07 shows
station ownership examples for several stations around
the U.S. The table demonstrates the varied ownership
models used throughout the country and shows how
station buildings, parking, platforms and tracks can be

owned by separate entities within at the same station.
In Baton Rouge, it is assumed a local agency, such as
the RDA or the City-Parish, will maintain ownership of
the passenger rail station buildings and parking facilities
jointly with a development partner. It is assumed the
platforms at both stations and the dedicated platform
track at the Downtown Station will be held by the owner
of the corridor service. The mainline tracks will remain
under KCS ownership.

Table 5.07: Station Facility Ownership Examples
LAFAYETTE, LA
Station building City of Lafayette
owner
Parking lot
owner

City of Lafayette

Platform owner BNSF Railway

Track owner

Route served
Ridership
(FY 2017)
Source: Great American Stations
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DURHAM, NC

PORTLAND, ME

SACRAMENTO, CA

Fuller Street
Redevelopment, LLC

Concord Coach Lines

City of Sacramento

Fuller Street
Redevelopment, LLC

Concord Coach Lines

City of Sacramento

North Carolina Railroad Pan Am Railways, Maine City of Sacramento
Company
DOT

FORT WORTH, TX
Fort Worth
Transportation
Authority
Fort Worth
Transportation
Authority
Fort Worth
Transportation
Authority
Fort Worth
Transportation
Authority, BNSF
Railway

BATTLE CREEK, MI

MILWAUKEE, WI

City of Battle Creek

Wisconsin Department
of Transportation

City of Battle Creek

Wisconsin Department
of Transportation

Canadian National
Illinois Central

Wisconsin Department
of Transportation

Canadian National
Illinois Central

Canadian Pacific
Railway

North Carolina Railroad Pan Am Railways
Company

Union Pacific Railroad

Sunset Limited

Carolinian Piedmont

Downeaster

California Zephyr
Capitol Corridor
Coast Starlight
San Joaquins

Heartland Flyer
Texas Eagle

Blue Water
Wolverine Service

Empire Builder
Hiawatha

6,154

71,924

171,257

1,073,584

114,231

42,301

605,351

BNSF Railway
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APPENDIX A: REFERENCES
STATION PROGRAM AND PLANNING GUIDELINES (2013)
Amtrak

KCS RAIL CROSSINGS BATON ROUGE (H.012449) (APRIL 16, 2018)
Louisiana DOTD

A MASTER PLAN FOR THE BATON ROUGE HEALTH DISTRICT: TREATMENT PLAN (2015)
Baton Rouge Area Foundation

EAST BATON ROUGE PARISH EMERGENCY OPERATIONS PLAN (2018)
Mayor’s Office of Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness

CAPITAL AREA PATHWAYS PROJECT (2018, APRIL 26)
BREC

BATON ROUGE – NEW ORLEANS INTERCITY PASSENGER RAIL SERVICE DEVELOPMENT PLAN (2010)
Southern Rail Commission

FUTUREBR COMPREHENSIVE PLAN LAND USE CHAPTER (2015)
City of Baton Rouge - Parish of East Baton Rouge
UNIFIED DEVELOPMENT CODE ZONING DISTRICTS (2018)
City of Baton Rouge - Parish of East Baton Rouge
MID-CITY PREDEVELOPMENT PROJECT REPORT (2014)
Duany Plater-Zybkerk & Company
HIGHWAY-RAIL CROSSING INVENTORY (APRIL 16, 2018)
Federal Railroad Administration
LOUISIANA ELECTED OFFICIALS EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT MANUAL (2016)
Governor’s Office of Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness
LOUISIANA EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS GUIDE (2016)
Governor’s Office of Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness
BATON ROUGE-NEW ORLEANS INTERCITY RAIL FEASIBILITY STUDY: STRATEGIC BUSINESS PLAN
(2014)
HNTB
ESSEN LANES WIDENING PROJECT (2018, APRIL 16)
Louisiana DOTD
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Downtown / Mid City Stakeholders
Michael Acaldo – Society of St. Vincent de Paul
Keith Cunningham, Executive Director – Louisiana Housing Corporation
Mary Fontenot, Office of Neighborhoods – City of Baton Rouge
Peyton Grant – Baton Rouge General Medical Center
Tyler Hicks – Capital Heights Civic Association
Whitney Hoffman Sayal – Downtown Development District
Garret Kemp – The Market @ Circa 1857
Rev. Levert Kemp – Old South Baton Rouge Civic Association
Adam Knapp, President and CEO – Baton Rouge Area Chamber of Commerce
Jeff Kuehny – Beauregard Town Civic Association
Lauren Lambert-Tompkins, Managing Director – Downtown Business Association
Lauren Lambert-Tompkins – Ogden Park Civic Association
Justin Lemoine, Owner – ELS Landscape Architecture Studio
Gordon Levine – Louisiana Housing Corporation
Mary Jane Marcantel, Chairman – Spanishtown Civic Association
Dyke Nelson, Owner – DNA Workshop Architects
Randy Nichols, Executive Director – Capital Area Alliance for the Homeless
Chad Ortte – Commercial Realtor / Developer
Claire Pittman, Boardmember – Bike Baton Rouge / Garden Dist. Civic
Mary Robvais, Principal – The Dufrocq School
Jonathan Rose, Owner – Desselle Funeral Home
Martha Salomon – WHLC Architecture
Paul Sawyer, Chief of Staff – Office of Congressman Garret Graves
Rev. Fred Smith, Head Pastor – Shiloh Baptist Church
Christine Sparrow – Old South Baton Rouge Civic Association
Herbert Sumrall, President – Baton Rouge Bike Club
Nicole Sweazy, Housing Program Administrator – Mid City Gardens
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Casey Tate – Downtown Development District
Eric Troutman – Garden District Civic Association
Gabe Vicnaire – Downtown Development District
Martha Weems, Chairman – Bernard Terrace Civic Association
Tara Wicker, Metro Councilwoman – Baton Rouge City-Parish
John Williams – Garden District Civic Association

Health District Stakeholders
Rex Cabaniss – WHLC Architecture Owner
Richard Carmouche, Owner – The Village & The Settlement at Willow Grove
Kelley Criscoe Stein, President – Pollard Estates HOA
Terri
Fontenot, CEO – Woman’s Hospital
Barbara Freiberg, District 12 – EBR Metro Council
Charles Gilbert, Vice President – Blue Cross Blue Shield of Louisiana
Peyton Grant – Baton Rouge General Medical Center - Bluebonnet
Steve Jones, Associate – Spradley & Spradley
Jeff Kuehny, Director – Burden Plantation Museum & Gardens
Scott Mabry – Ochsner
Jeff Mosely, Vice President of Facilities and Construction – Our Lady of the Lake
Megan Parrish – Baton Rouge General Medical Center - Bluebonnet
Gerard Schonekas, Director, Facilities Management – Ochsner
Paula Sonnier, Construction Project Manager – Our Lady of the Lake
Todd Stevens, CEO – Mary Bird Perkins Cancer Center
President
Edgardo Tenreiro, CEO – Baton Rouge General Medical Center - Bluebonnet
Vicky Tiller, President – Kenilworth Civic Association
Matt Watson, District 11 – EBR Metro Council
Jacob Wilson, General Manager – Mall of Louisiana
Tim Mercer, President – Inniswold, Jefferson Terrace HOA
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Cooperating Agencies
Ryan Morson, Stations & Facility Planning – AMTRAK
Kathy Stites, Landscape Architect, Trails Planner – BREC
Joe Popadic, Landscape Architect – BREC
Thomas Clark, Commissioner – DOTD
Joseph Goodell, Freight and Passenger Rail Director – DOTD
Frank Duke, Planning Director – Baton Rouge City-Parish
Fred Raiford, Director– Baton Rouge City-Parish
Bill Deville, CEO – Capital Area Transit System
Rodney Goldman, Chief Operating Officer – Capital Area Transit System
James Baker, Facilities Manager – Capital Area Transit System
James Setze, Executive Director – Capital Region Planning Commission
Marc Dixon, Southern Regional Manager – Federal Railroad Administration (FRA)

Kyle Tostenson – LightCore, a CenturyLink Co.
Donald Cooper – Southern Light LLC
Lester Rutherford – Verizon (MCI Communications)
Frank Glenn – Verizon

Utilities
Celeste Gross – Entergy
David Burge – AT&T Transmission
Don Mason – Atmos Energy
Melissa Glascock – Baton Rouge Sewer
Cyndi Pennington – Baton Rouge Traffic / Fiber
Sarah Edel – Baton Rouge Traffic
Ryan Scardina – Baton Rouge Water		
Daryl Deshotel – Detel Wireless
Chase Justilien, District 61 – DOTD Fiber
Richard Daniels – Entergy
Richard West – Entergy Distribution
Todd Varner – Entergy Distribution
James Dillard – Entergy Gas
Dominic East – Level 3 Communications
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